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I CEBA construction
I to begin fall semester
I

-

I

by Jim Easterling

;

Future news

a

El!een Samelson/Future

Construction on the Center for Engineering and Business Administration
begins in October. The complex will be located north of the Biological Sciences

8uilding.

Construction of $21 million fourstory building for joint use by the
business and engineering colleges will
begin in October, according to Robert
Webb, director of UCF Facilities
Planning.
This project, known as the Center
for Engineer4tg and Business Administration, consists of two phases,
Webb said. According to Richard
Lavender, projects manager for
facilities plaDning, each phase costs
about $10.8 million.
Phase I-A will contain engineering
laboratories and faculty and ad-

-

ministrative offices for the College of
Engineering, Webb said. It will be
located north of the Biological Sciences building; and constructio~ should
be completed by April 1985. He added
that the current Engineering Building
was designed to be a physics buil~.
Webb' said that a request has been
submitt:ed. to the Florida Legislature
for $3.3 million to build Phase I-B, a
two-part classroomllab addition. A
request has also been made· for $10.8
million to build Phase II, he said. This
part will include a section for the
College of Business Administration
CEB~,

page 19

Computer science gets $.1 million endowed chair .
by Donna Howell

designed to attract highly-regarded professor. Frederick expects the
$1 million computer science chair.
With this money, a highly qualified professors · to the university system committee to assemble by April. He
Computer science department professor will be hired, Frederick said. by supplementing local fund-raising said UCF may fill the endowed chair
by fall 1984. ·
·
A two-year fund-raising effort by efforts. ·
chairman Terry Frederick was
The chair honors Charles Millican, · The chair will establish UCF as a
speaking to an international computer the UCF Foundation netted conscience conference March 16 when tributions of $600,000. These pledges the university's first president who leading school for comput;.er science
studies, Frederick said. With one of
university President Trevor Colbourn will be teamed with a $400,000 state retired in 1978.
A search · committee will be
called to say that the university had grant from the Florida's E minent
gotten enough pledges to establish a Scholars Program. The grant was organized to select a qualified
Chair, page 14
Future news
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No aid cuts,
legislators
told Perez

Changing format

WUCF might
lose appea.1

byBob~Lyon

•

Future news

by Andrea 0. Farr

Student body President Tico 'Perez
said that state and national
legislators assured him there would be
no further cuts in student financial
aid. Perez was in Washington, D.C.,
Feb.. 10 through 14 for an American·
Student Government Association
meeting.
Perez and Bart Weeks, Florida
representative to the Regional Board
of ASA, met with Florida representatives Bill Nelson, John Mica and
Bill Chappell, Jr., as well as Sen.
Lawton Chiles to discuss the status of
financial aid in Florida.
According to Perez Chappell felt
any proposal to slash financial aid
would be defeated because "the
feeling on Capitol Hill now is that
education is a necessity not a luxury."
Nelson agreed, saying the issue could
come up any time, but he also
believed it would be defeated.
Financial aid was last cut in summer and fall 1982.
Chappell said more.money would go
into Pell grants and would be
distributed to students on a need

Future news

basis.
Perez is ASA's Region 4 director.
He represents Florida, Georgia, South
Carolina, Alabama and Tennessee.
Perez was elected to the post last
summer.
Perez said six senators from UCF

Can Man

Eileen SamelsonlFuture

Dudash collects about 16 pounds of aluminum cans each day on the UCF
campus.

WUCF-FM's March 1 · format
change, which includes predominately
classical and big band music, may
cause a large decline in the station's
listening audience, according to two
WUCF employees.
For the past lY2 years, WUCF has
been airing light rock in the mornings
and harder rock in the evenings,
. program director John Martin said.
"I'll go with the change because I'm ,
in it (radio) for the experience, but it's
too bad the soft rock was never given
a chance.''
"We're unique," Ann Christian, a
WUCF public affairs employee said of
the current format. ''We play a diverse range of music that college students like.''
Since the new format will air during
the day, Christian said, "We'll lose
the students during that time, but
hopefully we'll pick them up at night
when we play rock.,,
Martin agreed with Christian that
the number of student listeners will
decline, and added that "the-format
change appeals to an c;>lder audience."
According to the week-day
schedule, classical music will air from
6 a.m. to 8 a.m. Bandstand, concert
hall and jazz will run to 11 p.~ and
progressive rock/jazz will follow until

la.m.

jl.Dl

Perez, page 6

WUCF, page 19
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Police hiring students for campus duty
The university police-department is looking for 12
qualified applicants to fill student escort/patrol service positions to be available in the next month.
Requirements:
1. The student can work a maximum of 20 hours
per week on shifts of 5 hours each (4 shifts a week).
The shift hours are Monday through Sunday, 7 p.m.
to midnight or 9 p.m. to.2 a.m.
2. The student should be familiar with the
university campus and must be at least a sophomore.
"'
3. The student must maintain 2.5 overall GP A.
4.The student must have good night Vision; have adequate hearing
and be capable of walking a minimum of five hours each tour of duty.
5. The student must be at least 18 years of age.
Pay is $3. 75 per hour.
Applications can be filled out at the police department.

*

Eco·n omics ,club provides tutors
Tutoring for students taking Macroeconomics or
Microeconomics is now available through the
Economics Club for $3.50 an hour. Fm: more information call Melanie at the economics department,
x-2465.

•••
The Economics Club will meet regUlarly. the first and third

Wednesdays of every school month. For the time and location of the
meeting, check the club bulletin board on the first floor of Phillips Hall.

Cambridge representative to be on
campus.
A representative of-Cambridge University in England will be on campus, Feb. 28 to. discuss opportunities for UCF students to study for a
term at Cambridge. H~ will hold a meeting at 3:30 p.m. in FA 215 to explain the program and the Cambridge ~mpus. The meeting is open to' aU
s.tu4ents. For further information, call Dr. Robert Bledsoe at x-2608 or
drop by his office (FA 4~9) .

Library hours for Spring holidays
The following schedule has been planned for the Library during the
Spring holidays, March 3 and 4:
Thursday, March 3 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday, March 4 from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; and Saturday, March 5, resume regular schedule.

SG candida~v. forms to be available
Students who wish to run for Student Government president and vice
president must declare their candidacies on March 7 or 8 by .4 p.m. Information :packets .a nd appropriate forms can ·be picked up at SC 202 beginning Feb. 28..
To be eligible, a student must have an overall 2.0 GPA from UCF and
mu.st have attended UCF three semesters prior to spring semester. Candidates can spend no more that $420 on their campaigns. For further information, call x~2191. -

. Nuclear science schola-r to lecture
Dr. Alan Jacobs, professor of nuclear engineering sciences at the
University ·of Florida, will present a lecture on "Scattered X-ray and
Gamma Ray Imaging with Medical and Industrial Applications" on
March 1.
The lecture will be held from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room.360 in the
Engineering Building.

.

Nursing honor students to be inducted
Thirty-two community leaders, UCF students, and
~
alumni will be inducted as charter members of the
.
UCF Honor Society of Nursing at 2 p.m., Feb. 27 at
..
~
the Loch Haven Art Center. A keynote address will
· ~be given by Dr. Njta Davidson, Chairman of
-r ·
Graduate Studies, College of Nursing, University of
j
Florida. The formation of this honor society is one of
the first steps.in beginning a chapter of Sigma Theta
1
Tau, a national nursing honor society which is comparable to Phi Beta\
Kappa for liberal arts major~.
·

.. ···----- ................ . .
United Faculty of Florida
(The Faculty's Voice)
Decisions that will guide the course of higher
education in .Florida the rest of this century ·are
being prepared by ~he Postsecondary Education
Planning ·Commission. No faculty group was so
much as consulted when the Commission was
for"'.'ed, its members selected, or its mission set.
$uch indifference to faculty views is now a thing of
the past. ·The Commission today seeks ideas and
recommendations from the faculty; its members
and staff meet fr8quently with faculty representatives to discuss the Commission's work.
The change derives from no sudden enlightenment, but from the clout wielded by the United
Faculty of Florida and its new affiliates, the Florida
Teaching Profession-NEA and the National Education Association.
UFF's growth and achievements, as well as FTP·
NEA's electoral victories, have caused politicians
to beco~e responsive to faculty representatives.

the Postsecondary Education Planning Commis·
sion now meet: It is UFF which spe.-ks for every
faculty member in Florida.
It is also UFF which meets with the governor, his
cabinet, the education department, and , committees and members of the legislature.
What UFF says is what state officials recognize as
. the~position of the entire faculty.
If you are a UFF member, you h_ave a voice in
setting the u"ion's positions, . policies, and
programs- in shaping what UFFtells the Commission, the governor, and other public officials.
If you're not a UFF member, you have no voice even though ·the union speaks for you.
We think that's wrong. But you can do something
to "correct" it.
For information about UFF membership and programs, see the campus .UFF president.

H is with UFF members that-the policymakers of ·

.
UFF
FTP•NEA

University of CentraJ Florid 1a Chapter, 319 Library, ext. 2300
Rosie Joels, President, ext. 2161
Phyllis Hudson, Membership Coordinator, ext. 2562

THE HIGHER EDUCATION AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ANO THE FLORIDA TEACHING PROFESSION·NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

•
•
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Greeks break ground, start housing c~nstruction in June·
by Donna Howell
Future news

Groundbreaking ceremonies for
UCF's Greek Park will be held at 2:30
p.m. March 6. The 20-acre site,
located on the northwest section of
the campus and south of Lake Claire,
is reserved for 21 fraternity and
sorority houses.
"For hundreds of students who
have
already
graduat.ed,
the
realization of this dream and goal will
be very significant" as an indication
of a strong greek system said Dr.
Peter Fisher, a member of the Greek
Park housing committee · and
associate director of UCF's Counseling and Testing Center.
President Trevor Colboum and Vice
President of Student Affairs,
LeVester Tubbs, will speak at the'·

groundbreaking. Bob Webb, univer.sity architect and Ashmun Brown,
university attorney, will also speak.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will
begin_ building a fraternity house in
June. Sigma Chi frat.ernity will begin
construction in August.
Each structure will cost $100,000 to
$500,000 and will house at least 12
people, according to Anne BroughtonKerr, coordinator of the Greek Park housing committ.ee. She · said the
buildings will provide meeting places
for greek soclal arid business affairs.
Currently there are about 800 men
and 400 women involved in the greek
system. According to Fisher, the idea
of on-campus greek housing was first
suggested by former Vice President of
Student Affairs Rex Brown 15 years Anne Broughton-Kerr
Park, page 10

· Pete Fisher

senate notebook .

Pre-election politics: senators toy ·with bike bill
by Roger Simmons

show voters in the upcoming ~G
Proponents of the bill said the bike
presidential and vice presidential elec- structure could be built and ready for
Student government elections may tions that they had accomplished use this summer.
·
be four weeks away, but according to something substantial.
Opponents of the bill said that since
at least one senator Tuesday, camElections will be held March 22 and the administration has already built
paigning has already begtin.
23.
two bike storage areas, funding for
Sen. Monty Knox said that a bill inThe bill, introduced by Sen. Luci -another bike storage area should also
troduced in the senate to fund a cam- · · Johnson, allocates $8,250 for the con·· come from the adminstration.
pus bicycle stora~e area· was "a struction of a ·bicycle storage area to
Sen. Sam Joseph said he wanted to
political football." He said that be used by dorm and commuter see the project included in "some
proponents of the bill were using it to . students.
\university budget." While Se~ Rob
Future news

•

Rotter said the idea for the bike area
was "good in concept, but that money
should come from the university's
trust fund," which is used to build
large-scale on-campus projects,
similar to the new.athletic facilities.
A motion was made to postpone
voting on the bill until March 31,
when elections would be over and
j>olitical motives would not affect the
voting.

Senate, page 10

Student Talent Night
•

I

Feb26
~~!Be .a t Lake Clair
8-8:30am

I
I
cntcrt ;1 i11111c11I j·
....__g>_11J1 1 !!! ! r~

Tues, Mar 8
8:00pm
Knight's Den

Bring Beqch Attire
istration at,SC Main Desk

Entry Fee: ·$1.00

Battle -of the Bars
KNIGHTS
OUT
(Formerly the Coral.Reef)
Mon, Mar 7

-~ Mini- Camp
March 13th·.1- IOPm
For more information·
call SC 275-2611

Future-February 25, 1983
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A night
at Bert's

•

Dan Marino relaxes
with a g~e of p~ball,
while Andy Toshio and
Jay Abel kick back with
a few drinks.

Lisa Phillips, a barmaid at Bert's, relaxes with a game of pool on her night

off.

Photos by Eiieen Samelson

I

•

··1p YOU ·LIKE BANKI"G
MADE -EASY .
YOU'LL LOVE US .
The Citizens Bank Of Oviedo is.
located just ·minutes from the ·
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
·parking, fast drive in tellers and :
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers.· in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in .
the new A.T.M. building. All to
. make·banking e~sv for you.
.

.

Everything you will ever
need from a Full service Bank is
yours at .. ~ .
•

•
YO~Jt F.RIENDL Y

· 1.56 G.ENEVA DRIVE · ~ P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 3~765

100 Minutes of $1.00 Heineken
From 9:00
For Information Call 295-3751

(305) 365,-6611
NOT VALID FOR SP.r.;CIAL EVENTS

•
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@REOKEN SAlDN PRESCRIPTION

@REDl<EN SAlDN PRESCRJPT~@REDKEN SAi.ON PR£SCR

i. The truth about great

~

~

@

~
z

haircuts

~

~

It comes as no surprise that a great haircut depends on

~ the skill and talent of the stylist. But many people are not

~

~

aware that hair cond ition is also important. Hair needs
@ more than a great cut to look good- especially if it's
· damaged or incompetent.
~
Incompetent hair is the scientific term for hair in need. In
need of protein, moisture, emollients , or other elements of
02 hair chemistry. Sometimes incompetent hair is obvious to
~ the naked eye. Other times it's not. But you find out you
~ have it when a perm or color won 't take.
c..
We can scientifically diagnose your hair 's cosmetic
needs and prescribe the right conditioning products. We
simply examine a few strands of your hair with two scien~1:~_,,l
tific instruments to find out what it needs. This unique
service is ca lled Trichoanalysis® hair evaluation ,
Inside a strand of ha ir as
developed bY. Redken Laboratories .
viewed under po/a , ·. ·:ti
If you've ever befm disappointed with a haircut or other
light with the Redken
!richoscope®
hair treatment, qome in soon for a Trichoanalysis
mstrument.
. evaluation .
~ We 'll tell you the truth about your hair.

"::J

2:!~
~

.t

~

~

0

•

l
,j

•

Az:~f!m J-l~itstYliJlg
· · The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women.. ;IncludeS Hair analysis

@.

.

~
~

OPEN .

'~!f;~~::·

Sc..

~

i-

•
"

~

.. !

.

J

No Gratuities Please

,~~ .

.

~
~
~
~

~
"::J

~

t
~

2
~

!I
·~

~~;~~;;;d\ @R~i:~EN I

72

NC11VSNDKml@N0t-ldlll~d N01115 N])IC]Jll@

NOlldlll:JSllld NG1'l5

NDKmii

For the Spring Elections to Determin~ ·the Officers

'fhe President of the -~tudent Body
.and
The Vice President of the ·Student Body ·
Will be held Monday and Tuesday, March 7' & 8
from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm each day at the Student
Senate Secretary's office.
.

@

C!

WE ARE HERE :

Declaration of Candidacy

•

::Sj
2

-~ ,

"·

i .

l053lld

.

.

-

Candidates must file a petition with the signatures of ot
least 150 students currently enrolled at this university. This
petition form (Form 6-4) and Declaration of Candidacy form
(Form 6-5) may be picked up from the Student Senate
Secretary beginning Feb. 28.
·
Prospectiye candidates are ·also urged to pick up a new set
of _the election statutes.
·

Rm.·SC202
For more info call 2191
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---MATH &SCIENCE--MAJORS
the Air Force will pay to
·malce you a research
and development
engineer.

CLAST averages top nation's
by Rog~ Silnmons

points higher than community
colleges' average. UCF scored .07
UCF students who took the . p0ints less than the state university
College-level Academic Skills Test system average.
Overall, UCF had the second
ranked comparatively well with other
Florida universities, according to a highest math score when compared to
report from the UCF Office of Unthe other state universities on an indergraduate studies.
.
dividual basis. Even though UCF had
The report states that UCF studen- the highest average university score
ts averages 17 .86 points higher than for writing in the state the university
the national average on the math portied for third place in the essay portion of the test.
tion of the test with the ulliversity of
UCF students also scored 5.57 South Florida.
points higher than' the average score
The other schools which par·
of~ Florida university students who ticipat.ed on a full-scale level in the
took the test and 22.50 points higher CLAST examinations were Univerthan the average score of · Florida sity of Florida, Florida State, USF,
community college students.
Florida A and M University.
In the reading section, UCF studenDr. Beth Barnes, Assistant Dean
ts scored 14.96 points higher than the for Undergraduate Studies said that
nationwide average, 4.93 points . the deadline to register for the next
higher than the state average, and CLAST test is May 6.
19.10 points higher than the average
score·at community colleges.
UCF scores for writing averaged'
higher than any university in the
state administering the exam on a
full-scale lev~l. The scores averaged
12.06 points higher than.the national
average. 3.78 points higher than the
state university system average, and by Andrea 0. Farr
15.35 points higher
the COm· Future news
munity college average.
Some state employees who are
UCF students scored poo~st in the
UCF ~tudents may be paying
also
essay part of the exam. UCF's
an
unnecessary
$18 heal~h fee. .
average was only .42 points higher
According to Dr. Edward Stoner,
the national average and .70 director - of UCF Health Services,
several state employees taking
classes at the university have
mistakenly paid the student health
fee.
It is the ·policy of the uinversity
not to treat state· employees at the
UCF Health Center because their
medical care is provided for in their
employment contracts, Dr .
LeVester Tubbs, director of Student
Affairs, said. Emergency cases are
the only exception, he added.
. Apparently, because of "computer
- errors," some state employees h~ve
been charged the standard health fee
when registering for classes, Stoner
said.
_
Stoner said students will be reinbursed if they contact him:
Futurenews

Health.fees
not.for state
employees

AS AN AIR FORCE O~FICER Al FULL SALARY YO_U WILL
SPEND 18 MONTHS AT THE AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY EA.RNING AN ENGINEERING DEGREE.
Sgt. Fred Almand, 4640 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlan· .
do, Fl. 32809, (305] 851 ·8593.

----AIR FORCE---3503 USA!'r.r:. 81-3
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Perez---rrom page 1
were scheduled to go to the general
meetings in Washington, but were
grounded in Orlando when a blizzard
hit the Washington area Feb.- 11.
Perez and Weeks · arrived in
Washington the day before.
The senators ·were to attend
meetings on ~ffective lobbying
techniques, but because the blizzard
hampered several senators' flights,
the meetings- were canceled. Thos
meetiiigs will be rescheduled for later
this year. No date has been announ·

GENERAL FOOOS

c 1982 General Foods Corporation

Don't be
careless
with the
fUture.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
''Students Serving Students''
Located in SC 200, Call us at 275·2191
-'open Weekly From 9 to 5

•

CENTRALIZED SERVICES
Discount Movie Tickets
East-West Expressway Tokens
Discount Film Service
Theatre Tickets
Typing Service (With l.D.)

Landlord -Tenant Problems
Con.sumer Problems
Noncriminal Traffic Cases.
Dissolution.
Name Change ·

.
.
--~----~-------------------------------------------

------------------------------·----•

Hours -9to 9
Located at Student Center Main Desk
Phone 275-2060

•

.

i

Located in SC 210
Call For Appointment
Phone - 275-2538

X - Rays and Checkup
~~--------------------------Located in SC 219
Call for Appointment
Phone 275-2413

·c entralized Services ·

•

Student Center Main Desk 275-2060
.

-

MOVIE TICKETS
-

SG Price

Reg Admission

Your Savings

$2.50

$4.00

$1.50

· Eastern Federal
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

•

AMC
Interstate 6

(All Movie Tickets)

General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square

•
•

Wometco
Park East and West

Dinner Theatres
$13.25
$15.25

$15.75
$16.95

$1.50
$1.70

Disney World, M~gic Kingdom Adult
Sea World
Rosie O'Grady's Reg. Admission
Busch Gardens

$13.50
$9.50
$3.50
$10.75

$15.00
$10.75
$5.25
$12.50

$1.75
$1.25
$1.75
$1.75

Epcot Adult
Epcot Junior
Epcot Child
Silver Springs Adult
Silver Springs Child

$13.50
$12.50
$10.50
$6.50
$4.75

$15.00
$14.00
$12.00

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

Once Upon a Stage
Theatre On Park

Area Attractions
•

Photo Film Developing (see centralized
Services price list).

Page8
A free exchange
- of ideas on the
issues of the day
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SG can't fund acadenllcs
Another week has passed_and the futures of the Orientatk>n Team and Peer Advisement- Programs are still in
question.
No miracles occurred in Student Government this week
t.o produce an overwhelming urge t.o fund the zero-budgeted
projects-nor should there have been. Funding of these
programs is clearly an administrative responsibility.
The orientation, advising, t.esting and registration of incoming freshmen and transfer students should have ~n
administratively funded from the very outset. The fact that·
SG picked up a part of the tab for 0-Team for so many years
is proof that the students' governm~nt values these
·
programs and their productive reSults.
However, SG officials also value physics classes, political
science classes and the fine work done by UCF's adjunct
prof~sors. No one in their right mind would suggest that
SG pick up the tab for these academically oriented areas,
why should the O~Team and ·Peer Advisement be any different?
It is understandable that cuts may have t.o be made. Aft.er all, what budget doesn't have a little fat that couldn't be
trimmed in a pinch? One thing the administration should be
aware of, however, is. ~hat ·come next fall, there will be a
large number of freshmen that are going t.o need ·t.o be
registered.

.

an

It seems the administration needs t.o learn
important
lesson. Orientation is like cleaning a horse stable-it's a dirty job, but soinebody's got t.o do it.

·"Good" news and "bad" news
Last week, the Orlando Sentinel carried great news for all
UCF fans and supporters. The school joined the ranks of
MIT, Harvaro and Yale by becoming the fourth school in
the nation t.o boast a $1 million endowed chair in Computer
. Science.
The Future did not carry the story. Why? We weren't in-'
. · vited t.o the university's hastily called press conference. ·
Somehow in th~ excitement, we were overlooked. Accidents
happen, but it gets tiresome t.o hear week after week that all
we are interested in printing is the "bad" news.
We don't have crystal balls. If someone w~ts . "good"
news printed, it wouldn't hurt t.o let us know what's happening from time t9 time..
Somehow, we expe;cted to only !Uive to dig for the stories
people didn't want us 't.o report.
· Michael E. Griffin
Edit.or in Chief

He that makes himseU an ass ~ust not -t ake it ill of men
that ride him.
:
Thomas FuJler·

The FUTURE
Founded in 1968 by the students of the
. University of Central. FzOrida

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief
Michael J. West
Business Manager
Julie D. Norris
News Editor

Kathleen G. Foronda
Managing Editor
Lee Lerner
Sports Editor

Lawrence H. Thompson
Entertainment Editor

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Robert B. Molpus
Production Supervisor

David E. Henderson ·
Sales Manager

Offices Located on Libra Drive
F.ditorial: (305) 275·2601 Business: (305) 275·2865
This public document was promulgaU!d at-an anr1®1 cost of $79,000 or 5.3 cents ·per copy to inform the
uniuersity community. Annual aduert:ising reuenue of $50,fi«J defmys 68.9 percent of the annual cosL
Opinions e:cpressed in the FUTTfRE are those of the editor or the wriU!r and not Mcessarily those of the
Uniuersity Board of Publications or the administration.
The FUTURE is {untkd partially through the Actiuity and Service Fee aLlocaU!d by Student
Gouemment of the Uniuersity of Central Flnrida.

by vera carter

Guest editorial

Governments sh~uld shield childre~ from pornography
passed the law that required
It is extremely ironic that
school attendance until age
an editorial would condemn
16. Without that law many
someone who used her First
of you would not be in colAmendment right of
today.
· Those
freedom of speech while the . lege
lawmakers even went so far
writer of the editorial abusas to require certain shots
ed that right by not making
before
you could enter
an effort to verify the fact~.
school.
Study
your history
The article mentioned "her
books
and
learn
about child
inane attempt to ban nudity
that
for
the first
labor
laws
on pay· television," when in
time regulated how many
fact I have never expressed
hours a child could be re-·
opposition to nudity or to
the programs presently be- ·quired to work. Those laws
certainly restricted _ the
ing shown on Cable TV in
parents' rights to use their
our area. I am ·o pposed to
hardcore pornography that . children to supplement the
family income. Let me
is· now on cable in some
challenge you ·to try to ·
areas. .Televised material
·discover just how many laws
that uses animals, objects,
have been passed for the
whips, and chains .i n sexual
health, welfare and safety of
acts .can cause mental and
children and removes that
psychological damage to
.choice from the parents.
children.
The argument that
Any ~ttempt . to regulate
or place restrictions· on the
parents should be ''trusted
to properly instruct their
media, whether it be the
press, radio, television, or
children" was rejected years
cablevision, brings forth ·
ago by the people when they.

Letter Policy

loud cries about First
Amendment rights. In spite
of such heavy opposition,
there are many federal
state, and local ·laws that
place restriction~ on the
printing and distribution of
certain materials. It has also
been clearly indicated by the
courts that pornography is
not protected by the First
Amendment..
It is an unfortunate reality that' most of the laws that
govern our lives were
enacted because of unprincipled and irresponsible actions of a small percentage
of the population. One of the
main duties of elected _officials is to decide what laws
·&re necessary for the good of
all the people, even the little
children.

Ms. Carter is an Orange
County Commissioner

Of COUR'3E J
B£LtEV£ I~ PRAYER
IH P"eL•t 5EHaai5

Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
· 5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double sp~ced on a ~O
space line. All letters must
be signed with writer's name
and phone number to be considered for publication.
Writers' 'names will. be
withheld upon request. All
letters are subject to
. editing.
Some letters may be
designated as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with permission
of the author. All submitted
material become~ the copyrighted property of the
Future newspaper.

.... E~P£e1AU-.)' _OH· .
. E>(A~ bAYS.

:FroID our readers
Stude~t Affairs threateµed by ~clministrativ~ insensitivity
The Peer Advisement and
With the removal of funding for the Orientation and
Ori~ntation programs, two
Peer Advisement Programs,
of the best programs at
we as students, will be robbed UCF, have been shut down
of our right t.o a higher at this institution due to
education here at UCF. Not
lack of funding.
only are we being deprived
The.leaders .of Student Afof our rights, but all future
fairs are being rendered inefstudents as well are being . fective by the override of
deprived of t.lieir right to· a. their decisions. Academic
total learning experience.
Affairs has taken it upon .
"How is this happening?" . itself to run Student Affairs,
you many ask. Well, the
totally . bypassing Dr.
division of Student Affairs,
LeVester Tubbs and the
whicti you support with your
various department heads in
tuition dollars, is being eftheir decision making. The
fectively ruined by other
net result of all this meddling
divisions of this university.
in the division of Student
Money from the Student
Affairs is that UCF is being
Affairs operating budget,
turned into a trade school
our money,. is being stolen
and our right to a total
from various departments
university education is -being
such as Housing, Student
destroyed.
Government, and the Student Center. I~ is siphoned
off into accounts called Aux~p
iliary ~upport Services,
although· nobody seems to
Erutor:
know exactly where this
I would like to COIIU1lent ·
money goes or who it supon the trip being offered to
ports . .
Red China. While I am sure

China

Who is it that is doing a11
this damage? Associate Vice
President John Bolte, and
the persons sheltering him,
~ovost Leslie Ellis and
President Trevor Colbourn.
Who can. you turn to with
these injustices? Unfortunately the theft and
destruction of an education
is not a crime in the Florida
statute.a. The persons to contact and make your voice
heard are President Colbourn, the Board of Regents
and your State ·Representative.
By fighting for our educational rights now, we can
save them for the future. We
can keep the University of
Central Florida growing in
quality, as well as quantity.
Sen. Marie Geary

is a Communist ploy
that those offering the trip
an~ those considering taking it are doing so for honest
Commies, page 9

•
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Blante Arabs, not Israel, .for the Palestinian problem
Editor:
the disputed territories
In response to the letter in came under Israeli control.
the Feb. 18, week edition of So it is clear to see that the
the Future concerning Israel need of another Palestinian
and the refugee problem.
state is purely for the
(Palestine should belong to strategic and military need
those born there)
of belligerent Arabs. The .
There is no doubt in proof is in the PLO doctrine
anyone's mind, including where it is stated: "We shall
the Israelis, that there is a then build a Palestinian
. refugee problem. But who state on the ashes of Israel."
really created the refugee
The author of last week's
problem and which countries letter was very distressed
started the five wars that about the fact that
created · the refugees? In American tax dollars are bewhich countries do the ing provided to Israel in
refugees really face oppres- these times _of economic
sion? In the "Jewish state" crises. I wonder however, if .
where Arabs enjoy more the author know.a how many
political freedom and a bet· -American dollars are being
ter standard of living than paid to his "Arab brothers"
Arabs . in any other Arab for a gallon of gas. .
state? Or in the Arab
The author also expressed
states where refugees are a heart-warming concern for
refused citizenship and are the Lebanese war·casualties.
sentenced to lif~ in refugee Again I wonder if the author
camps.
, is familiar with the fact that
The notion. of another the PLO murdered over
Palestinian state never 100,000 Lebanese in the
presented itself in any of the past seven years.
.
Arab annual state con·
The author complained
ferences until 1967, when about the military aid Israel

•

•

•

is receiving from the United
States. For the third time I
am left wondering, does not
the author know that
military lessons learned by
Israel 'are shared with the

reasons, their communist
hosts for allowing it are not
so.
The Communists hope t.o·
influence the visitors
through the exhibition of
China's ancient wonders and

•
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•

Only 99% of them do.
9. Alafaya Trail will never be .safe to drive
on (at any speed) becauee none of the Ad·
ministration ever uses it and ••they're only
students anyway."
10. There is only one fraternity that is not
gay, but they're going to change next year.
11. Something.horrible and evil goes on in
the Campus Power plant at night.
12. Your professors get a cash bonus for
every student they gi:ve a 11 D" or 11 F" to.
13. There is a Hitler Youth chapter here on
campus.
14. Every other university in the entire
world has a student union.
15. The UCF football team is the most
popular homecoming opponent in the whole
country. .
16. Anyone you see wearing a hat on campus is an informer for the University
Police.
17. There are at least one hundred dead
bodies buried beneath the new racquetball
courts.
18. The Financial Aid Office will
automatically throw away your file if your
last name begins with 11 L" or 11 S".
19. Nobody famaus ever went to UCF. - ·
20. The South Orlando Campus was
destroyed last night by mistake.

•

What were the results of
this investigation . on the
best format to be funded by
"big business"?
Where will the students
that are taught under a big ·
band format be able to get a
job in the 'real world"?
When are the names of the
p~tential underwriters to be
1

construct a modem. military
and industrial system with
whic4 to confront the west.
This trip, although small, is
a part of this tactical line.

by Carl McKnight

all

Name withheld by request

· Radio (not so) free Fowle~ representing UCF?
Editor:
A few questions about the
WUCF format change:
Is it · WUCF or Fowles
broadcasting?
Who did a market
research on our radio station
to determine whether or not
a format change was needed
to generate funding by the
private sector?

An Israeli who's been there

Not Vietnamese students
deserve American education

20 facts you won't find in the UCF cotalo;J

..

apparent social well bellig to
tum them into propaganda
mouth pieces for the Communist regime. The goal of
the current Communist
leadership in Ohina is to furnish it with. the means to

Spanky

~
Editor:
It just occurred to me the other day that
I will be graduating from UCF quite soon
and I wondered how I could help those
students just starting out their college
Careers here at Bithlo Tech. I've made a list
of 20 facts that for some reason never made
it into the agenda on Orientation Day.
Read tliem over, become frustrated and
just remember that there's not a thing you
can do ·a bout any of it.
,
1. Everything sold . in the Campus
Bookstore is obscenely overpriced and can
be found somewhere else.
·
2. The administration of µris school officially considers the students as
"necessary evils."
3. The Quarter system was blatantly
cheaper for the student and that is why
·
they changed it. ·
4. Your UCF diploma will be much smaller
than you think.
5. You will graduate en masse because it's
more· impersonal and they're only
students anyway."
6. If you're an Engineering· major and go
into a coma, don't worry; you can still be an
Education major and have a 3.85 grade
point average.
7. Your teachers don't know who you are
and they don't care.
8. Not all Middl&Eastem students cheat.

you have been doing so far,
and pat yourselves 011 the
·
back!

Conunie - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m pages
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American armed forces in
order to help maintain
American military superiority over the Soviet bloc.
So _ open your eyes
Americans, to the great job

announced?
Why are students that are
supposedly learning radio
procedures not involved in
promotion, finance, format,
or other "real world"
responsibility functions?
How will the special in·
terest groups or ''underwriters" be chosen?
Thomas Charles Channels

Editor:
I'd like to respond to the
letter by a Vietnamese stu·
dent, Hung The Nguyen, in
which he portrayed his
fellow Vietnamese in the
United States as something
speS!ial-different from
other immigrants. (Vietnamese are responsible
Americans, Future Jan. 14)

the history of Indo-China, I
also know that ·many of the
people who came here from
Vietnam were those who did
not fight for their country;
instead thy are the ones who
were making themselves
rich through the corruption ·
of the American GI.

While the common slobs,
the poor, were fighting the
Let's set the record
war the entrepreneurs were
straight. The Vietnamese,
sending their boys of
like most immigrants and
lnilitary age to American
refugees,' do not come to the
colleges to keep them safe.
·United States escaping from
It is because of these greedy
political persecution, they Vi~ts, many of whom are of
come escaping from
Chinese ancestry, that
economic persecution, i.e.
South Vietnam lost the war.
their gove~ents won't let
Many refugees, unknown
them make themselves rich
to qninformed Americans,
as they did under previo~s · are getting their education
govermilents.
at the expense Qf the taxI have no doubt that some
payers. I wonder who is pay. of the Viet students' fathers
ing for Hung The Nguyen's
fought for their country.
education at UCF?
However, ;iavin~ studied .
Pancho Ramos Guerreo

And yet anothe~ ceremony solution·
Editor: .
see their son or daughter walk

As a ~student who will be
graduating this SOO.llller (the
Lord willing and · if the administration offers the correct
courses) and who has attended a couple of graduation
ceremonies here, I believe I
have the solution to the
current commencement
problem"
Cut out the guest. speaker
and the administrative chatter. Most of. the parents and
students could care less about
the fact that ·they are the
future of our country and the
"it's a rough world out there"
lectures. They just want to

across a stage and ~ve
their diploma.
It is as easy as this: Start
the ceremony with a prayer
·and start the procession of
individtials across the stage.
By usfug this ·method, you
cut out at least one hour and
cut out a major portion of the
cost
of
graduation
ceremonies. This solution
would even let the students
who graduate during the
sum.mer have a ceremony.
WOWf What a novel idea. I
am sure this is the best
solution, at least _that is what
the people I know say.
Michelle Latorir

•
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Park-------------'----- from page3

Only one of these pens is thin
enough to draw the line below.

[PILOT J.Qr~cise
The rolli"9 ball pen that revolutionizes thin writing.

ago. ~ fraternities and sororities
were founded during that same school
year, h esai'd•
With the expansion of the greek
system and chartering of national
fraternities and sororities from 1971
to 1973, a committee was appointed
to study . the possibilities of greek
housing.
They
recommended
development of a 12-acre greek lodge
park.
.
In 1976 the greek land development
committee was named to formulate
and submit a building program to .the

administration, Fisher said. In July
1977, the administration approved a
plan to designate 16 acres on the west
side of Libra Drive for the Greek
Park.
Though building guidelines were
completed in September 1978, the
location was changed in December
1981 to allow for a Iarger site, Fisher
continued. Work on the proposed ·
lease began in January 1982. The final
draft was approved by Colbourn in
May 1982 and by the state that September, he said.

Senate--- ----=---------- from page a
The senate called a 15-minute ministration to name the campus
recess. Afterwards, Sen. Richard Fish . parking lots after characters from th
described discussion on the bill as · play, "Camelot." Fish said he does
"almost exploding at several points."
not care if the lots are named after
Sen. Robert Burkett said that "Camelot" characters, as long as they
senators could have concluded the receive "proper noun names."
meeting in two hours, rather than
In other Senate action:
stretching it out into three.
The senate passed a resolution
Following the recess, the senate urging the administration to continue .
pa~sed a bill which allows South funding of the Orientation and Peer ·
Orlando Campus students tO vote on Advisement team. Sen. Mark Geary
the SORC Student Government charintroduced the resolution. .
ter. Voting on the charter will coincide
A resolution introduced by Sen.
with the spring presidential and vice Stan Halbert suggests that the ad·
. ministration re-evaluate its black
presidential elections.
The senate also passed a resolution recruitment goals. The resolution
written by Fish, which urges the adpassed unanimously.
The senate reconvenes March 1.

Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.

""' .·

Revisions will
make forgiveness
easier to ·obtain
by Roger Simmons
Future news

The thunderous roar
of jet engines rolls
across the -carrier's
flight deck.
Throttles a;re at
full power, and you're
waiting for the signal
to launch.
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
you're.flying low and fast over the open
sea. Zero· to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or
flight officer you'~e at the very heart of it.
Once you've earned your wings,
the Navy puts you in fullcontrol of a multimillion-dollar supersophistiCated
combination of jet aircraft and electronic
wizardry.
. And Navy training makes sure
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight
training gives you the
navigation, aerodynamics and other technical know-how you need.
Leadership and ·
professional schooling
prepare you for the
immediate decision-

making authority and
management responsibility you have as an
officer in the Navy.
On the ground, as
- a Navy officer, you
work with and supervise
· today's most highlY.
skilled aviation professional~. In the air,
as part of the naval aviation team, you
have about the most exciting job anyone
can have.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
- more than the average corporation
pays you just out of college. After four
years, with regular Navy promotions
and pay increases, your annual salary
climbs to $31,100. That's over and above
a full package of benefits and privileges.
Find out how much more a job in
naval aviation .has to offer. Fill in the
coupon. No other job
gives you the kind of
leadership experience
or fast responsibility
you get as part of the
naval aviation team.
And nothing else feels
like Navy flying.
A g e _ tCollege/Unive"'.itY·-----
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Revisions in the grade forgiveness
' policy should ease problems students
have had in the past in trying to use
it, according to Dr. Beth Barnes,
assistant dean
Undergraduate
Studies.
In the past, department chairmen
made decisions to grant grade
forgiveness based on available class
space. The revision eliminates this
clause.
Other changes in the policy were
made to clarify that a student may
not petition for grade forgiveness
twice for the same course.
The grade forgiveness policy took
effect in fall 198L and allows a
student to repeat a class and have the
higher of the two grades recorded. A
student is granted forgiveness for two
classes in his entire UCF career.
Grade forgiveness applicants must
pick up a · "Grade Forgiveness
Request Form" from the Office of
Records and Registration and. obtain
the signature of the chairman in the
departmel\t the course is offered. The
form must be submitt.ed to the records office by the last day of Add/Drop.
In the past, the mathematics depar·
tment has been criticized by students
who said it was too difficult to obtain
grade forgiveness, though the policy '
was . designed to be less stringent.

of
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Forgiveness, page 19

Congratu lotions!

The Future staff would like to ext.end best wishes to Professor Jeff
Duffy
(Public
Service
Administration) and his wife Carol on
the occasion of the birth of their
daughter Megan.

•
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Positive thinking, ·black trumpet
trademarks of big band leader ·
by Larry Thompson

· overdubs. He recorded all the songs ''live.''

Entertainment editor

After nine years as the lead trumpet player
with the explosive Maynard Ferguson Band,
Stan Mark has decided to take charge of his
own 17-piece band. It is a move that will undoubtedly create more than a few waves in
the music world.
Dressed in what he later described as his·
trademark-all black, from his shirt and
pants to his shiny black watchband-Mark
· even plays a black trumpet.

Stan Mark with his famous black trumpet.

Mark recently completed a recording session at Orlando's Bee Jay Recording Studios,
where he taped 10 songs for his soon-to-bereleased album, "Here's Stan Mark."
"I'm not really into the studio scene
because studio bands sound like studio
bands," Mark said. That's why he didn't
· follow the usual format of multi-tracking and

The result is an impressive sound that
grabs the listener. from the Dixieland
rhythms of ''Chicago'' and carries through
the upbeat jaunt of "In the Mood" to the
subtle beauty of "The Rose" and the stirring
climax of "Eye of the Tiger."
"I'm into playing things that people
recognize," Mark said.
As a touring professional and as a teaching
clinician, Mark knows the value of accessibility. Starting one's own band takes hours of
work and a well-planned market strategy.
He wants to avoid the all-too-familiar trap
of overnight success followed by bargain hin
anonymity, the fate of trumpeter Bill Chase
in the early '70s. "He got outside too soon,"
Mark observed.
Muk, page 12

Rear-end philosophy

Tags do the talking
by Wayne Starr

spotted on campus and some
speculation on what they mean: .
"MIZ D" -either a feminist who
Some researchers say you can
can't
spall or a female Mr. T.
learn a lot about people from the
"CUB-21 "-probably a loyal
food they eat. Others say it's the
Chicago Club fan predicting the
car they drive. "Joe Cool" opts
Cubs will win the pennant in
for flashy Firebirds and Celicas;
2021. No chance.
Mr. Conservative prefers quiet,
"SLO-GIN3"-now
here's
respectable Citations and Corsomebody
who
not
only
tells
you
ollas.
what he/she likes to drink, but
That is why man invented the
also how many it takes.
bumper sticker.
"1-HOT Z-X"-,obviously someone
Still bumper stickers are not
the best indication of one's per- . who likes his car.
"U-KNIGHT"-either a loyal
sonality. For one thing, they're
football
fan or someone who
only limited in scope by the size of
honestly
believes the school is
your bumper (and you can almost
named
The
University of
fit a novel on the back of some
Knights.
Lincolns and Eldorados); for
"JABM-II" -stay away from
another, 99 percent are commerthis
guy. He not only likes to
cially mass produced. While there
punch
'em, kick 'em and stomp
are thousands to choose from,
'em,
he
likes to jab 'em too.
there are none you can really call
"SCHNICK"-either
a schnook
your own.
whQ
can't
spell
schmuck,
or a
So in the '80s, self-expression
schmuck who can't spell schnook.
progressed with the arrival of the
personalized license plate-the "BUY LOW" -advice from a
ultimate form of creativity. While stock broker who claims an awful
only their owners know for sure, lot of commissions.
herewith is a look at some plates "STYX-IT"-no comment.
Future staff

U.S. Males •: John Harrell, Doug Ball, Rick Birkbeck, Tim Kelliher.

U.S. Males launch
career.in Winter Park
by Ron Jaffe
Future staff

While roek and roll may connote
loud satanic music with ~ften incomprehensible lyrics, Winter Park has
a band with· a totally different
philosophy.
The group is called the U. S. Males
and has been around since late last
May, when it debuted at Uncle
Waldo's in Winter Park. Since then,
the Males have opened many local
concerts for such popular acts as
Rick Springfield, Dave Mason, The
Henry Paul Band and Peter Frampton. They do not restrict their gigs
to just local venues, having traveled
to Gainesville and Daytona Beach.
The Males play a lot of obscure
material. Unlike most bands, who
continually mock the current top 40,
the Males strive for individuality by
performing material by such artists
as Roger McGuinn and Eric Plapton, who go relatively unnoticed on
local radio stations.
The group is comprised .of Rick
Birkbeck (bass); Tim Kelliher
(guitar); Doug Ball (keyboards) apd
Central Florida Fair Opens.
John Harrell (drums and
The 1982 Country -Music Association's "Vocal Group of the Yeu," percussion). Prior to forming the
Alabama, will perform an open-air concert at the Central Florida Fair on . Males, Birkbeck, Kelliher and HarMar. 2. CMA "Female Vocalist of the Year," Janie Fricke, will open the rell played locally as the Snooks.
show at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the fairgrounds.
The band tries to steer away from

the tr~ditional five-piece setup. "We
really like the idea of a foursome,''
Birkbeck said. '~It's much more personal that way."
Birkbeck said the band ·has also
written a lot of its own material.
"We all write but it's mostly Timmy
and I. I also have a friend, Rick
Chapman, who helps me compose,"
he said. Their mix of copy material
and original is about half and half.
Because of their musical selections, the Males are practically unchallenged in the Orlando market. ·
"We're original," Birkbeck said. ,
''There is no one in this area that
plays the type of music that the
Males play.''
The Males frequent the Winter
Park area, performing at many Park
Avenue clubs. Next week, they will
be at the Fairbank's Inn on Wednesday,. Friday and Saturday from 9:30
p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Lately, the Males have been spending time mailing out promo tapes
and bio packages, hoping for their
big break. ·
While the Males have recorded
both professionally and casually at a
friend's home studio, they are looking for bigger and better things.
''First of all, we need a good agent,
and from there who's to say,"
Birkbeck said.

P~e12
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Since his departure from the Ferguson
· band, Mark has ~n teaching high school
clinics across the country. In his clinics,
Mark stresses not only musical ability but
self esteem ~o young play.ers.
Ari'ardent believer in postive niental attitude, Mark assessed his approach: "It .
-teaches people so many things... like working
· together, discipline and self-pride. The whole
music education thing is incredible,
When not teaching in high schools·, Mark
spends his time at home in Orlando where he
and co-owner Kenny Woodring run The
Music Studio, a teaching stmijo for beginners
and pros alike. ·
·
"There is a wealth of talent in thi_s town,"
Mark said, "as good a caliber as in New York·
and L.A."
In addition to the studio, Mark is working
· on a project to bring th~ big band sound to
II

road, I'm going to have to buckle down and
practice."
Mark was inspired by big bands at an early
age when he saw the U.S. Navy Band in
Washington, D.C. It was then that he decided to play in that band. When he joined the
Navy years later, he-helped form the official
Navy jazz band, known then as The Commodores. He's been playing ever since. .
Referring to big band music, he said, "I
think it r S excellent; it IS an exCiting. sound,
He plans to establish his band as the next
major touring band, in the tradition of Count
· Basie, Woody Herman, Buddy Rich and of
course, Maynard Ferguson.
There is little doubt that Stan Mark will
achieve his present goals. He is a man of conviction. And after hearing his music, even the
casual listener cannot deny the artistic talent
and masterful stylings of "the man with the
black horn."

•

II

Orlando on a weekly basis. He is trying to
provide an outlet in a local club setting to
showcase his band one night a week, possibly
expanding the format to include other
players.
· .Beginning Feb. 21, Mark will be rehearsing
the band for the eventual return to the road.
"When you're on the road, you don't want to
practice,''he said. "Now that I'm off the

•
Forget the Ides of March, April Fool's Day is
fast approaching and in the fme Future
· tradition, we will p~esent our annual parody
issue, the Futile. If you have a gripe, a fun··
ny story, a scathing satire or any newswor·

thy item (real or fiction) send it to us. No '
~topic is too sensitive, no issue too tasteless.
Deadline for entries is sometime in March so
deliver your creative expositions to the
Future office on Libra Drive post ·haste.

PROFESSIONAL RESUM~ DESIGN .
Interview skills· training to ensure hiring
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services lncludlng term papers and theses
Career assessment testing, scoring and Interpretation
.
Role playing & video tape counseling to practice voice, posture
& body lapguage
Job placement· ~e paid and non-fee paid

•

··--·------Good times offer:

L'lrlando
lE.,nsultants, inc.

"An Investment In your future."

'senior David Keith is pledged to protect Mark Breland.

894-7726

2.111 E. Michigan Ave., Suite 126, Orlando, Fl. 32806

At the Movies·

'The·Lords
of Discipline'

•

by Rod Durham
Future staff

Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's the two-fisted
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95
per mug (no cash please) to:' Seagram's 7 Crown Mug
Offer, RO. Box-1622, New York, N.Y. 10152

City_ _ _ __

_ __ State_

_ __ _ ___.·p_ _ __

Specify quantity
mount enclosed$_
Otter expires January 31 , 1984. No purchase necessary.
New York residents add 8.25% sales tax .
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipm~nl.

_:__ _ __
ucFc 24

Stagtanis

C 1982 SEAGRM1 OIS1lll.ERS CO., N.Y.C. MIERICAN 'MllSKEY-A Bl.ENO. 80 PROOF. "Seven-Up" and "7UP'' are trademarks of the Seven-Up Company.

"The Lords of Discipline" is an excessively brutal, involving drama
that leaves the audience asking for
more.
Based on Pat Conroy's bestselling novel, "Lor4s" is set inside
the . fictional Carolina . Military ·Institute in 1964. The film relates the
story of Will McClean (David·Keith)
and his revelati~n of the corruption
inside the school.
Much of .t he first half of the _,.film
details the harsh and · sometimes
sadistic·treatment meted out by the
senior cadets to the junior cadets,
the "knobs."
The most sinister group of seniors
is kno'wn as "The Ten," a type of
junior Klan who eliminate those
they ·consider unfit to stay in the in·s titute. On the receiving end of their
treatment is Pearce (Mark Breland),
the first black cadet to enroll in the
institute.
Director Franco Roddam, best
known for "Quadrophenia," has the .
talent to move the story at. an ex-citing pace and his clirec'tion is
sincere. But "Lords" tries too hard.
The filmmakers want this movie to
be a comedy, a tender human drama,
a horror show and a Watergate-type
thriller. They only partially succeed.
The acting, however, ·is impressive. Keith, who has an outstanding record of supporting roles
(most notably as Sid Worley in "An
Officer and a Gentleman") handles
his first starring role with class. As
Will McClean he is both funny and
intense.
''The Lords of Discipline'' is' a fine
motion picture. It may have its
flaws, but it is a gripping effort,
from the disturbing beginning to the
rock-like ending.

.
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Benatar show
a carbon copy
of latest album
by Bruce Yorra
Future staff

Pat Benatar's appearance at the
Lakeland Civic Center on Feb. 21
left the audience with mixed reactions.

Coming Attractions ...
M* A*S*H*E*D
Ardent followers of the longrunning TV series, M*A *S*H,
are invited to a M* A •s•u Bash
on Feb. 28, at 6 p.m. in the
Knight's Den. Prizes will be
awarded for best costumes of
your favorite character(s) from
the 4077th.

-------

~·~:.:.:__1~:._ _
LOC ATI ON

Although the singer was in top
form vocally, she made no effort to
relate to her fans; the people who .
put her where she is today.
Benat~ is one of the few female
rock performers who has the luxury
of raking in awards year after year,
headlining concerts and placing
albums consistently in the high rent
section of the charts.
Perhaps success has spoiled her.
Maybe she's just forgotteµ how to
put on a good live show. She didn't
even give her excellent band the
customary courtesy of a moment in
the spotlight.
Surprisingly, Benatar left out
such fine cuts as "Helter Skelter,"
"Prisoner ·.of Love" and "Rated X."
Instead, she opted for a rehash of ·
her latest (and weakest) LP, "Get
Nervous." At least she included fine
renditions of "Heart breaker,"
"Fire and Ice" and "Shadows of the
Night."
Pat Benatar is such a gifted talent
that it seemed a shame to be blasted
with carbon copy . versions of her
"love gone . wrong" catalog. She
should instead return to the basics
and strive to be a performer, not a
human jukebox.

-:7.(-T-:- -

Flix
Cinema Trivialists will get a
kick out of the sci-fi twinbill to
b& offered this weekend at the
Loch Haven Art Center. "Little
Shop 'o f Horro~s" is the 1960
debut of Jack Nicholson as a
disaster-prone messenger boy
who dreams of being a botanis.t .
"Invasion of the Bee Girls" is a
campy thrill.e r about a race of.
super women with the genetic
characteristics of the queen bee. ·
Showtime is 8 p.m. and a4ntlssion is $2.

Rose is a rose ...
The Fine Arts Theatre of
Seminole Community College
presents Frank D. Gilroy's,
"The Subject was Roses,"
March 2-5 at 8 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Theatre at the °Lake Mary
campus. A March 6 matinee will
be performed at 2 p.m. Student
tickets are $2.50. For reservations and details call 323-1450
x-399.

LEGISLATIVE REPORT
•

Resolution 15-14
.
Urging the continued.funding for Orientation and Peer Advisement on the
part of the administration. Senator Mark Geary introduced this resolution
to.express the sentiments of the Student Senate and the Student Body that
Orientation is a vital and necessary educational function and strongly urges
tuµ funding of both the Peer Advisement and Orientation Programs.

Bill 15-34
Allocating funds for students t.o attend the STC, Senator Lucy Johnson
introduced Bill 15-34 to send five theatre students t.o Savannah, Ga., t.o attend the Southeastern Theatre Conference. There will be many beneficial
seminars for these students and will result in better programming for UCF.

Resolution 15-16
Urging the Administration t.o re-evaluate Afro-American Recruiting
Goals, Senat.or Stan Halbert introduced this resolution in order to show that
the Senate is aware of the ii\balance of Black Students t.o all other students
based o~ our service' area percentage of Blacks.

Resolution 15-15
.
Urging the naming of the University parking lots for easier identification,
this resolution was introduced by Richard Fish. The intention of this
.resolution is to name the UCF parking lots to help students remember where
they park, also t.o help 'isit.ors who don't know the university well enough t.o
identify parking lots by location.
·

CrealdeArt
The Crealde School of Art announces a one-man. exhibit,
"Earth to Effigies," by Sarasota
sculptor; Frank Colson. ·The
show opens Feb. 25 and continues through April 8. Colson
says, "each eff~gy form is a completely unique monument to that
mystical linkage between past
and future-an artistic prediction of a universal destiny of immortality.''

Ballet Benefit
The Southern Ballet Theatre is
presenting a "Brunch at the
Ballet" on March 6. A continental breakfast will be served during performances by the SBT
and the UCF String Ensemble.
Perform~ce times run from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. ·Tickets are $5.
For reservations call 628-0133.
rhe SBT is located at 976
Orange Ave., Winter Park.

Arts Building. The exhibit,
curated by George Lowe, is the
first ceramics exhibit to be
presented and features more
than two dozen renderings. The
Gallery is open Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

In Concert
•Fused: The Jeff Lorber Fusion
with special guests, Liquid
BeBop, will appear at the Carr ·
Performing Arts Center on Feb.
28 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 and
$10 and are availabe at the Carr
box office and Centroplex
outlets. - ·
·

Potted

•Big band: Count Basie and his
band will appear ~t the Lakeland
Civic Center Theatre on March
10 at 8 p.m. Reserved seat
tickets are $10 and $8.50 and
are available at the usual Selecta-Seat outlets.
. e Heavy weather: Innovative
jazzers, Weather Report, will appear at the Tampa Theatre o~
March 11 at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$13.25 at Select-a-Seat outlets.

"Ceramics Invitational," a
special ceramics exhibition of
pottery works by eight Orlando .
artists, will be on display
through March 9 in the UCF Art
Gallery in Room 305 of the Fine

•The Envoy: Warren Zevon brings his manic music to the
Tampa Theatre on March 12 at
8 p.m. Tickets are $12 and $10
and are available at, you guessed
it, Select-a-Seat outlets.

Knight Out
ThelnDPub
·3910 Alafaya Trail (Formerly Coral Reef)
·r·----~-------------··••••••••••••••••••••,

>
Grub-n-Grog

FREE
rnug of

BEER
With Purchase of Any Sandwich
With this coupon

~----------------------------~------------

Happy Hour
All day Sat & Sun

...

-----~~~~~----
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the 10 largest programs in the United
· States, UCF offers the only computer
science doctoral degree in Florida. The
program currently p·rovides · 200
students with post-graduate studies,
he said.
.
One out of 10 UCF students are
· majoring in computer science. This .
semester 3,000 students are taking
computer science courses. When the
program began in 1977, 200 students
participated, he said.
Frederick said UCF's computer
science .program is nationally unique
because students are exposed to a
variety of areas within the field, including programming systems and
languages, information systems and
computer architecture. Employers

.

say that UCF's computer science
graduates may learn in six _weeks
wha.t other employees may take six
months to figure out, according to
Frederick.
UCF's specialties are Very Large
Systems . Integration (VLSI), which
involves chip design and computer architecture, and Programming and
Environments, which concentrates on
tools which make computers easier to .
use, Frederick said. The ~hair may be
selected from someone with a
background in these areas, he added.
Frederic~ said securing the chair is
a major objective of the computer
science department. One of his .
dreams for further development is to
build a computer science research

park for UCF that will•let computer who gave over $100,000; Harris Corp.
industry professionals and UCF donated $100,000 to begin the funfaculty and students work together. ding drive, while Martin Marietta
He expects initial development of that topped off the $1 million mark with
its $75,000 grant; Magruder F0unproject begins in about three years.
Frederick said he expects a con- dation gave $50,000; Jerry Collins,
tinual increase in the computer in- owner of the Sanford-Orlando Kennel
dustry throughout Florida, especially Club, gave $46,300; NCR Corp. gave
in the Central Florida area. He $30,000; and the A.P. Phillips Foundescribed a "Florida triangle" of .elation donated $25,000.
technology from Tampa to Orlando to
Boca Raton. Eventually, he said, "I
think .that it will become a wall-to-wall
high tech area from Daytona Beach to
Tampa.
The Future will not produce an
Central Florida ·corporations and issue on Friday, March 4, because
foundations .that made major conof the Spring holidays.
tributions include The Orlando/Orange Community Foundation

No Future

.
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Hot Sandwiches

Monday
25¢Draft
81.75 Pit~her 8~11

CARRIE NATION'S
. TAVERN ·

Tuesday

Satu~day

Wednesday

Thursday
·L adies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10
D-J & Dancing

Frid·a y
81.00 off any
Pitcher 8-11

All Imports 81 .00

Michelob&
Michelob lite
. 85¢ Bottles

·

Special Discounts
. Day&Nite

* Speeial: Happy Hour
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81.00
M-F 12 til 7
(fairway Shopping Center) 11636 ~. Highway 50 273-4297

Happy Hour 8-11
D-J & Dancing

Sunday
·· All Day & Nite
20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all.pitchers
V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney

THE GREAT.POKER SHOOT-OUT
HERE'S THE LAST sn OF CWES IN THE ·BUSCH-BEER CONJESJ.
The big poker game at the Last Ch.o nce Saloon was
winding up. The betting was fast and furious, which
impressed BUSCH Cassidy and the Raindance Kid.
"Now what's the story on Wyatt Earp?" asked the Kid.
"How can he play in a big game like this on just a
marshal's pay?"
"Haven't ya heard?" exclaimed BUSCH Cassidy.
Wyatt's got himself a piece of that new hotel in town. There hasn't been o
vacancy there for weeks."
~dindonce pondered this piece of information as he stepped up to the ·
bar for another refreshing glass of ice-cold BUSCH Beer. Returning, he
asked BUSCH Cassidy:
"Anything else I should know?"
"I think I've covered everything," said Cassidy,
"but I'll give you two lost clues. Of the 25 cards
dealt, there are just two 9's and one trey.-" .
"I'll be ho'rn-swoggled if I can figure it out,"
said the Kid, scratching his head.
.
"Heck," said BUSCH Cassidy, "I've told ya
everything ya need to know. By now you should
be able to name the winner ano the exact five
cards in the winning hand."
The Kid shook his head. "I
guess," he said, "I should of
gone to college." ·

Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342
~~ffi.!ia~ooooooooooooooaooo6oaoo~

The Frame Bar
Soft Contact Lenses
$65
153. Off All Frames

894-6642
Next to Ronnles
Master Card or Visa

EPICUREAN
Restaurant
Am~rican

Once you believe you can
answer the two questions, call
the following toll-free number:
800-453-4100 . Note: This
number ts only in service-on
date of this publication
between the hours of high
noon and 6:00pm.

.

and Mediterranean
Cuisine

Specializing In Greek Food
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Game

BEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

BUSCH.

•

Fine Wines
Lunch 11-41Dinner 4-Till

---~er---

~~~

©
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$ports week
Walker sig_
ns with the N.J. Generals
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Heisman Trophy winner Herschel
Walker signed a reported three-year,
$5.5 million contract · Wednesday afternoon with the New Jersey Generals
of the new United States FootbBn
League.
According to Chet Simmons, Commissioner of the USFL, Walker
signed the contract between noon and
2 p.m. Wednesday in Athens, Ga.

However, the club nor the league
would officially confirm the terms of
the contract.
Generals' public relations director
Kevin MacCotinell said ·that the team
does not know when Walker will
arrive in Orlando. Walker will work
out with the ·Generals on campus,
provided he arrives before the team
ends its training camp on March 5.
Simmons said that Walker had forfeited :Ws collegiate playing eligibility

at the UDiversity of Georgia because Thursday with the Generals, but an
he discussed contract terms with the escape clause allowed him to get out
Generals. Accordhig to the National within the first 24 hours. Simmons
Collegiate Athletic Association ruies, .said that Walker voided the first conthis action was a violation of his tract because e was uncertain about
eligibility.· Walker had been in com- its business aspects.
munication with the Generals for
The 6-foot-1-inch runningback was ,
· almost two months, Simmons said. voted the Heisman Trophy this past ;
But, only within-.the last three weeks. season ·a s a junior. He finished up the
did the Generals and Walker discuss season with 1,752 yards rushing, and
contract terms.
is currently ranked third on the
Walker had signed a contract last all-time collegiate rushing list.

Sports
view
by Lee Lerner .

Violence·is
boXing's big
draw·ing card
Three months ago, ABC sportscaster Howard Cosell did professional boxing a big favor by saying he would no longer announce
the matches beeause of the controversial scandals apd violence
the sport was mired in.
Last week, however, Cosell
· ·reappeared on the fight scene
long enough to stick his halo into
a Congressional House-slib~ UCF cat.cher Jim Hawkins take8 a perfect throw from centerfielder Jeff O'Dell and inakes the game ending t.ag committee and whine about the
_against Rollins College last Saturday. UCF won the game 4-3.
·
"desperately siCk sport" of boxing. Cosell and others urged for
feder~ regulation in the sport.
For Cosell and the rest of the
bleeding heart, hypocritical fans
of the . sport, following Cosell' s
lead might be the best course of
action. Disassociate yourselves
by Lee Lenier
meanwhile UCF centerfielder- Jeff to beat this year in the Sunshine State with the sport if it siCkens you so
Sports~ltor
O'Dell provided the offensive punch . Conference. After the victories, much. Isolate yourself from it.
The UCF baseball ·team started fol' the Knights. O'Dell _w ent 3 for 4, Bergman was cautious not to talk too · But don't sicken-real boxing fans
things off on t_he right foot last including a solo home run in the highly about ~he rest of the season. anymore with your hypocrisy.
weekend by whipping Rollins College second im:lin_g.
"We've just got to concentrate on
Boxing is, has been, and always
in the opening series of the season.
Head coach Jay Bergman was each game as it comes along. There's will be a sport of savage butchery.
UCF defeated the Tars 4-3 Satur- pleased with the team's performance no doubt t~t there was a lot of Let's call it legalized mayhem.
day on campus behind the nine-inning against the Tars and said that emotions involved in a game like that. .Where else can spectators go
Flynn's nine-inning performance on · But you can't live on them. You've watch two men pummel each
performance of lefty junior John
Flynn. On Sunday the Knights again Saturday was the first time that he's ·got to maintain a steady attitude."
other for an hour, then declare the
topped the Tars, beating them 5-2 at :, had a pitcher go the distance on the
winner a hero? The object of the
Rollins.
.
opening day of the season.
.
·
Tomorrow the Knights host sport has never changed: beat
Bergman said before the games Valdosta State. for a double-header your opponent into submission.
In Sunday's game, the combined
pitching of Dave VanCura and Mark that Rollins would be OI?-e of the teams starting at 1:30 p.m.
·T he raw brutality of a knock-out
Miller stymied Rollins at the plate;
in boxing is what appeals to the
fans. When was the last time you
heard a fan rooting for a 15-round
decision?·BoXing is a brutal sport
where the killer instinct is a prerequisite for survival.
of this evening's Biscayne-Florida Jerry Jen sen, the Knights finally
by Mike Candelaria
Leave it to boxing's angels like
took the lead with nine minutes to. Co sell, however, to make you
Southern.clash.
Future sports
In the win over Eckerd, the go; 52-51.
believe it is ·more than a sport. In
The UCF men's basketball team, Knights took an early 27-18 lead in a
The Knights slowly began to pull
truth, they've known what boxco-ch8.mpions in the Sunshine State very physical contest. However, in away, but missed free thr~ws stalled
ing's been about all along. NeverConference, battle the Eckerd College the final pine minutes of the half their efforts. With two minutes to
Tritons in the semi-finals of the con- they appeare.d to lose their intensity, go, they grabbed a 12-point lead and theless, they'll espouse forever on
boxing's past merits. They'll
ference tournament at 6 tonight in and struggled as the Tritons took a the ·victory. Pacing the Knights was
detail
how .the sport pulled
Dan Faison with 19 points followed
36-33 half-time lead.
Lakeland.
·
hopeless
youth from .the ghettos,
During halftime, the Knights by David Murray with 17. .
The Knights finished out the
or
gave
the remaining ones
Head
coach
Torchy
Clark
w~s
ex·
regular season by beating the stayed . in the locker. room for only
something
to believe in. Just by
tremely
pleased
with
the
win.
Clark
two
·
minutes
as
they
apparently
Tritons Monday, 70-64, in the UCF
gym. If the Knights win tonight could not wait for the second half to said the team has won or shared the listening to Cosell, you might
then tomorrow at 8 p.m., at Florida begin. Sparked by renewed intensity conference title four times, ~nd the
Violence, page 16
Men,page17
Southern, µCF will face_the winner and the hustle of sophomore guard

Basebqll team takes two from· Roll.ins Tars,
face Valdosta in double-header tomorrow

Men tip off tournament with Eckerd College

,
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Faison provides basketball team
with a different type of leadership
by Mike Candelaria
Future sp·orts

Dan "Chop" Faison is not
especially fast, and he's not a great
leaper. He's not flashy, but that
doesn't mean he's not an effective
college basketball player. Faison
simply gets the job done.
The 6-foot-5-inch sophomore has a
style all his own. Even as a little
league football player, people noticed he played a little differently. His
football teammates began c8lling
him "the Chopper" because of his

Ann Ransom/Future

Power forehand
UCF's Troy McQuagge rips a
forehand shot in Monday's 9-0 victory
over Florida Atlantic University. The
men's team record is now 4-3. They
play away at the University of
Florida this afternoon.

running stride. Through the years
the nickname has been shortened; ·
hence the nickname "Chop." ·
Faison attributes his success to
being in the right place at the right
time, ·but it wasn't always that way.
After starring at Bartow High
School, Faison was recruited to
Virginia Commonwealth University
by VCU assistant coach·Dave Shaw,
and though he played as a freshman,
Faison became homesick. When
Shaw became the UCF assistant
basketball coach last year, Faison
decided. to follow. Since then, Shaw

has left, but UCF has kept a gem.
After sitting out last year because
of the transfer, Faison quickly moved into the starting lineup this year.
He is currently tied for the team
scoring lead with another
sophomore Ronnie' Thornton.
However, when the season
started, Faison said he didn't expect
to lead the Knights. He didn't even
know what . his role would be with
the team. "I knew 1 could score, but
I wasn't expecting to lead the
team," Faison said.

Sanchez nominated for coaching honors
For the second consecutive year,
UCF women's basketball coach Joe
Sanchez has been singled out as
one of 12 coaches nominated for the
Wade Trophy. The award, which is
sponsored by the St.ayfree Company, is given to the natio~
Division . II women's basketbaD.

coach of the year.
Last year, in his first year at
UCF, Sanchez led the Lady
Knights to a· 24-15 record and a
birth in the national quat.erfinals.
This year the Lady Knights .are
ranked 10th nationally ~d boast a
23-4 record.

Sanchez is very pleased with the
nomination that also makes hiin
the Southern Region coach of the
year. But, he is more concerned
with this weekend's conference
tournament. "I think it's an honor
to be chosen from 284 coaches,"
said Sanchez.

•

Violence-----------frompaget5 .
search for a .sculpture of Muhamon. his first pair of boxing gloves,
mad Ali in your local church on
he knows what he's going into the
·ring for. Is the public naive
Sunday. And then, this saxp.e
group will cite the sport's
enough to believe his opponent
has. any better plans for him?
casualti~s of the past months as
proof of its downfall. This is how
they justify a need for federal
When someone chooses boxing
regulation.
as a profession, he has but one
Unfortunately, this group is
goal: a championship. On the pro ,
way off target. Boxing needs no
federal . regulation. Why tinker , level this means big bucks. Essentially every fighter knows he's
with past success?
gambling his health for fame and
fortune.
Boxing is one of the few remain·
It's a free choice. Be part of the
ing purely athletic sports, because
sport and gamble on your health
when a fighter steps into the ring,
or stay away. However, we nor
he's in there with little more than
they should be surprised when a
his well conditioned body. Equipvicious blow puts a young fighter
ment is at a minimum.
away. He got the bad end of what
he gambled on.
Let us remember that boxing is
first and foremost a contact
Follow the sport; or ignore it.
sport. Like other contact sports,
But don't follow, then cry foul
everytime a fighter gets physicalit will offer heroes on the pro level.
But just as ·in any other contact
ly abused in the ring. In that prosport; it offers dangers to its parfession, he shouldn't have exticip1:tnts. Wh~n ~ youngster puts
pected anything else.

•
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Women battle Tampa in tournament today
by Mike Candelaria

second half they continued to play
winning basketball both offensively
and defensively. Leading the way
The UCF women's basketball for UCF was Marcie Swilley with 23
team, undefeated in conference play, points followed py Susan Brase with
takes on the University of Tampa in 16.
the semi-finals of the Sunshine State
Despite the win, head coach Joe
Conference tournament at · 3 this Sanchez remains concerned about
afternoon in Lakeland. If the Lady today's game. "We did the things
Knights win, then, tomorrow at 6 we had to against Tampa," Sanchez
p.m. they will face the winner of - stated. "But, a neutral court makes
today's Rolli_ns-Florida Southern a differenc~. We must stop
matchup.
(Linda) Hadfield and (Shawn)
Last Saturday the team com· Gorsin."
pleted a perfect 10-0 record in the
According to Sanchez, if UCF
conference by defeating Tampa wins the tournament it's possible
88-61.
that they ceuld host the first round
In the victory, UCF raced out to a of the regional playoffs. If, UCF
_41-21 half .lea~ over Tampa. In the loses, the Lady Knights will most

likely get an at-large bid, but have to rebounds per contest. She was
play away from home.
followed by Brase's 11.6 average
and Swilley's 9 9 average. Freshman
All season, UCF's high scorer was Susan Patz came on strong late in
junior Dorine Van Tongeren. The the year and followed those three
5-foot-ll-inch forward averaged 17 with an average of seven points per
points per game and grabbed eight game.

Future sports

NEED MONEY
Sell Food 'n Fun
Coupon Books for
$3.00 ea.
(value over $100.00) .
and earn 50- ea. Book

College Park Florist
Flowers for All Ocasslons

Valentines Dav · Easter
Mother's Day Corsages

20% Discount with
Student l.D.
2118 Edgewater Dr.

THE HAIR SHOP·
Precision Style Cµt $7.00 _
Full Service Salon

Walk-In.S Welcome
10S09 E. Colonial Dr.

victory Monday enabled the team to
win or share the conference crown
again. "Eckerd's-darn good," said
Clark. "Right now I'm not thinking
about the tournament; I'm just glad
to win the conference championship."
championship." ·
The scene in the Knight's locker
room was happy, but quiet as the

team realized the tough tournament
competition ahead.
"We had a poor first half, but be
came back and redeemed ourselves
in the second half with hard-nosed
play, said Faison. "We're not playing our best right now, but I know
what we can do."
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Cash & Carry 423-Snl

Call Dave 656-5378
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(Wilm Dixie \.enter)

282-1.700

l fNJON PARK

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8
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EAT IN-

TAKE OUT

Formerly of Chester, .Pa.
WHERE HOA~l!S ORIQINATEDI
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Med-Drink w/purchase of
12 in. Sub. with this Ad.
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.FREE LUNCH DELIVERY $5.00 OR MO~E
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2315 Sod Oru91 AvtM
OrlHM, Flof'IU 32808
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This Weekend Only

A RARE COLLECTION OF UNRELEASED OUT-TAKES
FROM FAMOUS T.V. SHOWS

Plus: Bambi Meets Godzilla, Hardware
Wars, three rare Monty Python ·
surprises, and Much, Much More.

Fri, Sat &Sun Night
Feb 25,26&27
Student Center Auditorium
1·:00 • 9:00 pm Each Night

save up to

28.00
Off our everyday
low prices

save uoto

40.00

Off our everyday low prices

24.95

Every vest In stock has been reduced!

Choose from a oreat
selection of our finest
Coosedown Insulated
garmencs at low,
low prices!

17.00

Off our everyday
low prices

7.95

wool Shirts

10.95

All

Polyfil outerwear

Jeans

5.95

15.95

BUY NOW
AND SAVE!

Utfttt<I QU¥1t1Uf'l on Miff. stv't'S, COICW1

Limited good seating - come early

KEG BEER AVAILABLE

save up to

vest Children's
Goosed own Coosedown
Priced as low as
Jackets and
Garments
Priced as low as
Parkas
14.95
Priced as low as

A Show You Won't Want to Miss

$3.00 Students - $3.50 General

l li 1

I
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MPUIN
Educational Center

There IS a difference!!!
-

Course

Class Starting

Feb28
Mara
Marl6

GRE

MCAT
LSAT

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Coll for details
Days. Ever:ilng, or Weekends

678-8400
· Centers In More Thon 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland
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11a.m.
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10p. m.

678-0637.
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l)ave Nakr takes a special look at

·Jae Saocha:·the man i>tlrind the
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Orie Hour Color Film Processing
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FREE .
LUCITE
KEY CHAIN
With film

developing

L - •expires 3-20-83 -
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Come by for your

FREE
~

PREFERRED

~i~c=~e~i~s~~b~~~ ~
10% DISCOUNT
on in store processing .

PLUS YOUR 10th ROLL FREE

Alb,rtsons
Plaza ·

Coytown
E. Colonial

Boulevard
Plaza

436&Cuny

896-9401

Altamonte
Springs
331-5329

Ford Rd.
28l-G964
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Low Rates for Everyone
Regardless of Driving Record

CARRICK INSURANCE, INC.
Jon T. Rubie
Insurance Consultant

Safeco
Travellers

CJ(_,umaq;e

~':n,.1:{ifcou11.tY.

(305) 647·3800

CJq,c.

661 N. Orlando Ave., Maitland, Fl. 32751
after hours - (305) 677-4077 ·

eLASSIFIED
. help wanted

Apple II+ 64K, disk drive II, Apple Ill monitor.
6 months old. $1550. Call Gerl (305) 295-6628
after6 PM.

personal

Must sell-need $-Yamaha tenor trombone,
10-speed bike, Tl-55 calculator, Bell tourstar
helmet fl 3/8), lg. aluminum·frame backpack. Best cash offers will be accepted.
Please call 896-1365, Mike.

The Puerto Rican & American Club invites
you to Join us In social and cultural activltles. New membership is open at all
times. Find out about services that may
benefit you! 275-2653 or 273·7009.

Cockatiels, lively, healthy, tame babies.
Grays, $30. Pleds, whites, $55. 628-3223.
____
Bride gown & veil, $100. Call Carol, 365-1
5796.
.
____

Josh is coming I
··
From the outer. regions to your town, Max
Dagger Is here. Sneak preview at Rollins
Student Center, 10 p.m. March 4. $2 cover13 kegs of beer.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $440-$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

for rent

Gay Community Services of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line with trained members &
special activities. For Information call THE·
-GAYS {843-4297).

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

typists

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Impressive."
Reasonable. Dependable. Call now.
JUDY'S Business Service, 671-0312.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser·
vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
In any/all jobs. Call Martl-1 mi. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.
Typing· service avallable, 11 . years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college d~grees. 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.

Cambridge Circle now accepting rental Computer word processing, customized
reservations for Fall semester. Reserve yours resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
now so you'll have one In August. Only 10 w/ From $1 .50/pg. Cal l Jackie, 678-3173.
Z.h bths. left. $50 will guarantee reservation.
Some current residents need roommates for . Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
the summer. No leases, roommate referral experience at low· rates . Call DAY or
Service Is free. Contact Jan at 273-0990 for EVENINGS, 678-4360.
details.

Roommate wanted to share 3-bdr. apt. 1h
m. from univ. $133/mo. plus elec. Coll
Younus or Luis, 275-6842.
Furnished California style (cathedral
ceilings) 2-bedroom 1112-bath townhouse at
Wantedl Female nonsmoker; If you want a Place 436. 2 miles from campus. $550/monnew super nice furn . one-bedroom eff. All th . Call 273~1.952.
·
utilities Included $60 a week. Coll 841-4368.
New 2-bd/2-bath duplex . Cathedral
Med student needs reasonable room or ceilings, mini blinds, appliances, $375/mo.
apt. for May, June. Murray Rosenthal, 867A 645-5121.
46 St., NY, NY 11220. 212-633-2968.

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - 1 confldentiallty guaranteed. Birth Control
- Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
Avallable by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1-800-432-851?-

Shaklee all-natural vitamins & minerals at 1 - - - - - . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - i
wholesale cost. Gary, 275-3936.

Needed! Female nonsmdker to share a 2bdr. 2-bath apt. 10-15 minutes from UCF.
Nice accommodations! Call Carol, 671·
1773.

with ad

.Faculty, Staff &Students

The Humane Society of Seminole.
County desperately needs your
help to build a new shelter for
homeless animals in ·1983. Please
collect S & H Green Stamps and
turn them int;o the shelter at 2001
E. 25th Street in Sanford. The
Edyth Bush Foundation will double the amount if the Society's goal
is reached in time. Have a heart for
the homeless animals in · 1983.

Why rent when you can own?
Housekeeper/aide for elderly woman con·
Clubhouse, pool, tennis courts, mini-golf, 2 fined to wheelchalr. Tues., Thurs., Fri. 8:30.
bedroom, 2 bath, screened porch, 1 mlle 4:30 PM. Phone 677-7177, Mrs. King. $5/hr.
from UCF. $23,500. 365-3012.
Cosmetic sales. Wiii train. Exe. pay &
Must sell! 1973 Dodge Dart. Runs good. benefits. Con work around school hrs. Stan
Needs $150 trans. work. A giveaway for $200 lmmed. Call Leah, 695-3027 anytime this
lrm. Call 282·3171.
·
weekend for Interview.

roommates

1

Any questions regarding the I Casselton Corner 5
forgiveness policy and its changes I 1049 N. Semoran Blvd.
should be directed ~ the Office of I Winter Park, Florida
671 . 7500 .
Undergraduate Studies at x-2691.
"--------------- .

1974 VW van. Good cond., rebuilt engine, National company is selecting UCF studenAM/FM stereo cassette. $2750. Call Jim x- ts to participate in Its summer work
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. ~ull .time. Term
2771.
program. Earn college credit and above
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
average money. Call 678-3062.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
Across from UCF. 2-bed 1-bath. AVAIL. MAY
and editing Included. Reasonable. Call
1. 275-3439.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bea, 678-1386.
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for sale
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are filled to capacity.
•
1]152
He also said he is personally
-...-----------t.eac~ a hist;ory class t;o ease over~~
~
crowding.
I A' ~ ·
H.e said that some students may be 1!....V
~
•
•
comp~g not because they cannot 1I~ 00
get the class they want, but because I fa~~
they cannot get it at the time they I O'
$1.00 off La.r ge
want.
I
or Medium pizza

Students!

Deadline:
Monday at Noon
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"The general manager Keith
Fowles studied the market and came
t;o the conclusion this format would be
a better route," Martin said.
According to station manager
Brian McDonald, WUCF has · in the
past received financial backing from
corporations like Red Lobster Inns,
ComBank, and the UCF Alumni·
Association.
_
To date, no corporations have
backed the new format, Fowles said.
Underwriting from companies is
necessary because of cutbacks in
WUCF's budget from the university,
Martin said. WUCF is a non-profit
organization and cannot sell advertising for funding, he said.

Page 19

Forgiveness

Now.the chairman has a rubber stamp
t;o approve grade forgiveness, Barnes
said. According t;o one source, the
change came shortly after student
Dr. George Schrad~r. associate complaints surfaced about the difdean of the college of engineering, the ficulty to fulfill forgiveness policy
architects, and Webb traveled to requirements in the department.
Louisiana State University and Notre
Another department which has
Dame t;o look at their engineering come under attach is _the history
buildings, which are similar t;o the one department. Dr. Jerrell Shofner,
proposed for UCF.
department chairman, says it is harder to obtain a grade forgiveness in
The CEBA architects are McElvy, his department thap other deparJenne:wein, Stefany & Howard of tments because most history classes
Tampa, the same firm that designed
the Biology Building.
and
a
section
for
bus?1ess/engineering use.

1983
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Individual cOnffdentiat Counseling
·Gynecologists
Sp_
e aker Service

2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK

services.

' . 628-0405

Toll Free 800-432-5249
SIGNATURES WANTED. We'l l be proud to
have your name with ours on our Union Park
billboard on Highway 50 starting March~.
Come into the McDonald's of Union Pork
between Feb. 22 and Feb. 28 to sign yo ur
name.

Page20

Future-February 25, 1983

·Townhome Rentals
From $98.75 Per P~rson
.

Based on quqd (4) occupancy per unit

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE
. A TOWNHOME COMMUNITY

Choose One of
Two 2nd Floor Plans

FEATURES
• · Burglar Alarm
• Microwave (limited number)
• Clothes Washer & Dryer
• 991 Square Feet
• Discount Rent
SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one double bed and both
Master Suites are designed for separate use of bath, toilet and vanity.

Come See O·u r Model
You'll Like It!

---1 ~I
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Unlvenlty Blvd.
·1m1.
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Q

UCF

~
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Q
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FIRST FLOOR PL~N Suggested fur~iture layout shows functional use of space and illustrates
workable traffic pattern. Furniture layouts are Design Consultant's suggestions only. Other
than specified appliances, the units will not be furnished.
.
..

(\ .

Located on Alafaya Trail midway
between University Blvd. and ·
AD\i\NTAGE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATllON
SR 50, 1.l miles south of the
UCF main entrance.

I

.

Reserve Now For Fall Semester, With $50 Deposit.
Summer Roomates Needed - No Lease Required.

Call Jan Now~ (305) 273-0990
~oooooooooooooooo· oocooooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo~ooooooooooooooooooooocooooo~ .

features

letters

MONTY PYTHON'S
THE MEANING OF LIFE
British Crazies Run
jlmok Again!

I

3

no agents to call, star salaries to pay, temperamental actors to placate, or any actors
at all?
Answer: cartoons.
But like The Dark Crystal, cartoons can
still be delayed by other headaches. Just
look at poor Mickey's Christmas Carol. A
9 Y:i-week strike botched the meeska
mooska mousketeer screen return. For
other reasons Twice upon a Time, the
George Lucas/Ladd Company-financed
cartoon, has been delayed until Easter.
Also, there's nothing fantastic about
Sting II being made 8 years after the first
one. The Black Bird was made some 40
years after The Maltese Fa/,con. And if 2010:
Odyssey Two comes to the screen there will
be at least a 15-year sequel lag.
Movie Magazine has keen writing, but
sloppy analogies. But I'm confident your
credibility will improve as you become
more professional.

E.T. SPEAKS IN MANY

LANGUAGES

6

Off-World Shorty Makes
Global Connection

PSYCHO II

8

Anthony Perkins Returns
to the Scene of the Crime

PREVIEWS
_Sean Penn in Bad Boys, Kirk
Douglas & ] ohn Schneider in
Eddie Macon's Run & Phoebe
Cates in Private School.

DOCTOR DETROIT

10

Don Gworek
Buffa/,o, NY

14

Dan Aykroyd's First Solo
Starring Role

OUR COVER
Dan Aykroyd swooped around on a
chain, with barbecued chicken skewered
on his sword, for Los Angeles photographer David Alexander.
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When is a sequel not really a sequel'! (This puzz/,er will keep us buzzing for days.) Sting II is a
sequel because the characters have the same
names and refer directly to actwn that took place
in the first Sting (as does Psycho II.featured
in this issue). The Black Bird was more homage to, rather than a continuation of, The Maltese Falcon; il was a spoof, with no real relationship to The Maltese Falcon other than lip
service. As for 2010: Odyssey Two, we're told
that its not strictly a sequel, because none of the
characters or siluations remain from the original, bul that il will - with any luck - capture
the spirit of the Kubrick/Clarke classic.
As for your confidence in our becoming professional - hey, we're overwhelmed.

I

just finished Volume 1, No. 1, of The
Movi.e Magazine, which was included in
today's issue of the Poly Post. I loved it. It's
extremely well written, professional and
entertaining. I wish you success with the
publication.
The idea of including the publication in
student papers seems an inspired marketing technique. Obviously, staff members
and faculty read the publication aJso.
Mae Augarten
California State"Polytechnic University
Pomona, CA

E

rrala: In the last (which is also the first)
issue of The Movie Magazine, we neg/,ected to note that the cover photo of Meryl
Streep was taken by Douglas Kirkland/Sygma.
Also, fames H. Burns wrote the previews of
Sting II and Videodrome.

Mail your comments, complaints, kudos and kibbitzing to The Movie Magazine, 1680 North
Vine, Suile 900, Hollywood, CA 90028.

At last! What we've all
been waiting for! Monty
Python's The Meaning of Life,
in which are answered many
meaningful questions, in which
we see lots of blood, men in
women's clothing, women with very
large mammaries,· and all the usual
tasteful Pythonesque weirdness.
_ _ _ _ _ _ BY IAIN JOHNSTONE _ _ _ _ __
Principal photography on the new
Monthy Python comedy-epic, The
Meaning of Life, began on July 12,
1982 - the two hundred and ninety-second anniversary of the Battle
of the Boyne - a coincidence of no
significance whatever. The location
was the International University of
Europe, Bushey, Hertfordshire on
the outskirts of London and, being
graduates, it only took the six
Pythons a few days to find their
way there.
The previous Monty Python
films, Monty Python and the Holy
Grail and Life of Brian, had clear
and identifiable themes; but what
is the plot of The Meaning of Life?
A ar f ul cro -questioning of all
six Pythons leaves the reporter no
loser to the answer.
john Cleese: This whole Meaning
of Life thing i a cheap, lastminute attempt to salvage someshape out of a rag-bag of unconnected sketches, if you want the
truth.
Reporter: And if you were to lie?
Cleese: If I were to lie I would
say that the whole business of conAi t is absolutely central to the
rises we face , not only the nuclear
crisis, but all the social crises that
we face in the last quarter of the
20th century, and this, I think, is
in many ways the essence of the
film.
·
Terry Jones: W II it's all human
life really, it's everything from
birth to the grave. It ends actually
b y nd the grave, so it's more of a
philosophi al work th.an a plot. It
is the answer to most peop le's
questi ns about life, but rather
oriented toward fish. It's rather
aimed at a fish ort of audience. I
don't know if you quite realize the
vastne of the shoals of herring
and haddo k in the North ea
alon . W thought if we could tap
that audi n e we'd r ally b on to
a mon y-spinner. hat's what this
is - a fi ·h film aim d at fish.
Eric Idle: It' a fi h- ye view of
humanity, r ally. It tarts in the
tank of a restaurant where fishe
wait to be eat n b human beings
2

like you and me, and they swim in
and out of the film, making comments, witty after-dinner remarks,
or, in their case, before-dinner
remarks.
Terry Gilliam: At last a film for
ichthyophiles. Actua ll y we're warning ichthyophobes away from this
film. We feel that honesty in advertising is very important on
these projects.
Graham Chapman: We s~art just
prior to fertilization, I suppose,
and then move on through the
fertilization of the ovum until we
reach, more or less, the fetus, and
then birth shortly followed by
death. Well, there's an intervening
stage called life, but then we're on
to the impo1·tant bits again death, and the consequences of it.
It's all human life . .
Michael Palin: The meaning
of li fe itself is a very strong
philosophical concept. Why are we
here? What are we doing? Why
are you wearing that ostrich costume? The bits of the puzzle are
going to come together and we'll
be able to give you what I think is
the definitive answer to the meaning of life. I don't think many

THE

MOVIE

films have done that before -Brigadoon was the nearest I've seen .
Monty Python is probably the
most over-educated group pf performers in history. Gilliam went to
Occidental College, Los Angeles.
Palin and Jones went to Oxfo1·d.
Cleese, Chapman and Idle went to
Cambridge. It was there at Cambridge's famous Footlights revue
club which had a lready
launched David Frost and Peter
Cook - that these three were diverted from staid professional

MAGAZINE

ca1·eers into the rea lms of humor.
All five men made their li vii:1g
by writing for radio and television
in Britain. David Frost, an international star by the age of 23 and an
entrepreneur by the age of 25 ,
spotted their talents and gave •
them parts or writing jobs in th
innumerable shows he was makin g
for British television.
John Cleese was the first to
emerge as a household name - in
the award-winning "Frost Report'
- and BBC Television offered hi

Left, Palin, Cleese
and Chapman (left to
right, in uniforms)
inspect a very nasty
bit of special makeup
which is supposed to
make us feel sick and
queasy - as do many
of their sketches.
At far kft, Terry
Jones in drag this
time, in one of his
favorite roles, a
frumpy British
housewife. Eric Idle
looks spookily like an
American television
religious figure.
Below left, this is not
a scene from Oliver!
Learn "The Meaning'' nationwide
March 25 .

•

•

hi own erie with hi writing
partner, Graham Chapman. Clee e
invited the other four who had
made reputations for themselves
on Independent Televison' "Do
Not Adju t Your Set" to join them.
o in May of 1969 the six men
sat down to digest a cheap curry in
the Light of Kashmir restaurant in
Hampstead and devi e a new pro·
gram called initially "It's" and then
"It' Not" and then "A Horse, A
poon and
Basin ," and then
" wl tretching Time,' and then
" wen Dibley' Fl ing Circu " and
finally, and immortal! , "Monty
Python 's Flying Circu ."
Whi h bring u , and them, to a
wet and windy mountain top near
trathblane in cotland where
they are attempting to recreate the
Batt!
f Rorke' Drift, another
pi de in The Meaning of Life. It's
a ru ial moment in th Boer War .
with t o few Briti h oldier facing
too man Zulus.
nf rtunatel ,
toda the rever e i the a e. It is
th Zulu revolt of ugu t 12th,
1982. he local black tudents and
th ir fri nd ha e de id d that the
t mp rature - a few p rilou degr
abov fre zing - i a little
t
hill to d n loin- 1 th . Produ r J hn old ·ton i nonplu d. " I d n t und r tand all thi
unr t amo ng th
W
mad it I ar th
Zulu
tum .'
If th militant bla k
4

had read the script they would
have learned that the satire was
directed not against the natives,
but at the great divide between
officer and men in the British
army. While the other ranks are
being annihilated by the painted
hordes, the officers sip brandy and
are only distressed when they find
one of their number has been bitten during the night, not by a
mosquito, but worse - a tiger has
carried off his leg.
Graham Chapman plays Dr.
Livingstone, the medical officer
who comes to treat him: "Been in
the wars have we? Any headache,
bowels all right? Well now let's
have a look at this leg of yours ...
there's a lot of it about, it's probably a virus give it plenty of rest,
keep warm, if you're playing football or anything try and favor the
other leg."
In The Holy Grail the team
played a body of medieval knights
and in Life of Brian they donned
the sandals and cassocks of the
Holy Land, but in their new film
they are able to revert to a
panopl of modern characters
imilar to but more exce ive than
tho e which inhabited their televiion erie . The name alone give
a clu to the variety: Mr. Creosote,
Mr. and Mr . Hendy (the bland,
all-a cepting
merican tourists),
Fiona, Debbie, the Grim Reaper,
Trooper
turridge, Blat;:kitt and
T H E

M ·o V I E

Spadger - not to mention the allseeing chorus of fish who observe
and comment on the follies of
mankind.
The fact that the story is too diffuse to relate and the theme too
vast to encapsulate can only be a
plus. Nothing stimulates like the
unexpected. But having addressed
their over-educated minds to the
vexing problem of "what is the
meaning of life," what conclusions
have the Pythons come to?
Gilliam: Never be late for supper, clean your plate and don't wet
your bed. If you get past that, everything else is easy.
Palin: Basically make real tea
rather than tea-bag tea; to eschew
instant coffee whenever one can
get the real thing and not to live in
Surrey, which is not the easiest
thing in the world to achieve. But
other people feel more strongly
about it than I do. They feel one
should not live in Surrey or
Middle~ex even.
Chapman: We don't know. We
tried everywhere. We asked
everyone, asked a lot of people
questions - academics, politicians,
fruiterers, everyone, but no one
had a clue as to what the meaning
of life was. I think we asked the
wrong question.
Idle: It's a trade secret. If I tell
you, you'll tell someone else. What
do you want to know? What is the
plot of Hamlet?
M A G A Z I

E

Part of the fun of being a
Python is that you get to dress .
up in women's clothes. Hard to
tell, but it's our guess that
Chapman is wearing the garter
belt, while Jones waves funny
arms about, and the less said
about the third member of this
trio, the better.
Reporter: The plot of Hamlet is
the angst of a young man who is
wronged by his piother.
Idle: The meaning of life is the
angst of a young man who is
wronged by his mother.
]ones: It is revealed at the end of
the film, so I mean, obviously I
can't say now, otherwise people
wouldn't bother to go and see the
film. But it is revealed at the end
of the film.
Cleese: The meaning of life is
something that I have, in fact, discovered. But frankly, if you want
to know, it will cost you.
Reporter: How about five shillings?
Cleese: No, no, I'm talking big
money. I mean, what we're doing
in this film, as you must realize,
for the price of admission, is instructing people in all they actually need to know in order to
have a fulfilling and indeed deeply
spiritual life and if that isn't worth
the price of a cinema seat, well ...

THE UNITED WAY
ISAGIFT WE GIVE
EACH OTHER
FOR BEING HUMAN.

•

Sometimes it's not easy being human. Medical
libraries are filled with diseases of the body and mind.
.
And, as if that weren't enough, we humans tend
to create many of our own problems.
Drugs. Child abuse. Family squabbles. The list
go~s on and on.
- ---Things we don't
mean to do, but
end up doing
to each other and
ourselves.
It's all part
of being human,
and all part of
why there's a
United Way.
The United
Way is an organization devoted to
making it easier
to deal with the
problems of being .
human. An organization dedicated to making humanity
more humane.
And since each of us is responsible for keeping
the United Way successful, it's like a gift ·we give to each
other for being human.
A gift in the best of human traditions:
y.A
.
shanng. Thanks to you.
~

e

~

~~

A Public Service of This Magazine &
The Advertising Council

Thanks to you,1twor1<s. f"ora11 of"us.

United way

E.11 Phones Home

in ]apan_ese~ Portuguese, French, Italian, Spanish
(maybe even Russian someday)

B Y PAUL R 0 S. TA

W

hen it played in Italy, the audience cheerfully sat in the rain to
watch it at an outdoor theater. At the Cannes Film Festival, the
world's film royalty gave it a ten-minute standing ovation. And
in Japan, the lucky employees of a giant corporation received tickets for
it as a year-end bonus.
Millions of people in the United States already know that only one film
in recent memory could create this kind of response. Seven months after
becoming an instantaneous part of American folklore, E.T.: The ExtraTerrestrial opened in theaters around the world and rapidly caused as
much of a sensation as it did in the United States. Although the diminutive astronaut was first sighted in the United States last June, most other
Earthlings had to wait months for their close encounter; moviegoers all
over the world were well-prepared for the arrival of the visitor from far
away.
The first showing of the film outside the United States took place at
the Cannes Film Festival in May, about the time of its American premiere. After two press screenings, E.T. played for a select gathering of
film notables at the Palace of Fine Arts. The black-tie audience gave the
film a ten-minute standing ovation, and when Steven Spielberg made the
director's obligatory appearance after the show, the crowd didn't want to
let him leave the stage.
Throughout the summer before its foreign release, audiences caught
tantalizing glimpses of E.T. at major festivals in Mexico, France, Italy,
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom. At the Venice festival, the
second screening was held at an outdoor arena. The spectators were
drenched by a summer storm, but their spirits were hardly dampened.
"They sat there under their umbrellas," marvels Robert Rehme, President of Universal's Theatrical Film Group, "loving every minute of it."
Somewhat more clement conditions prevailed for E.T.'s royal premiere at
the Empire theater in London. Not only did filmgoers manage to stay
warm and dry, they were also g1·aced with the presence of the Prince and
Princess of Wales. A royal showing in Spain, with King Juan Carlos in
attendance, benefitted UNICEF, appropriately enough.
As if they were worried that E.T. wouldn't be able to speak for himself,
the director and several members of the acting company made overseas
pilgrimages to spread the word of his approach. No ambassador for the
interplanetary wanderer was received with greater enthusiasm than the
youngest - Drew Barrymore, who plays one of E.T.'s youthful allies.
Dispatched to Japan last summer, the heiress to the royal family of the
American theater promptly became a favorite of the Japanese press,
especially the photographers. After one of them had the inspiration to
outfit the young actress in a kimono, Miss Barrymore's doll-like features
could be seen all over Japanese newspapers and magazines.
Nor were journalists in other lands slow to take a shine to E.T. "You
could fill this room with clippings about E.T. that appeared in the press
world-wide," says Rehme, indicating the boundaries of his spacious
office. It probably would have taken someone as ingenious as Elliott. to
hide his friend's arrival from the newshounds. Many European publications couldn't wait for E. T.'s international release to start showing him off
in their pages.' Instead of holding off until official press kits arrived,
impatient journalists simply pirated pictures from the dozens of American newspapers and magazines that published articles and photographs
about the film. When huge color spreads about the movie started appearing Universal decided to compensate, says Rehme. "We went back
and shot original photography with Steven Spielberg and E.T., and gave
them original material."
The enthusiasm of some other E.T. fans left something to be desired.
LADI VON JANSKY
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Before E.T. was released abroad, some less-than-legitimate busmessmen
got their hands on prints of the film, and started churning out blackmarket video cassettes. The film's distributors put 140 private investigators on the trail in Great Britain, the site of the greatest concentra-.
tion of the video larceny. As a result of the sleuths' efforts, says Rehme,
the problem is now under control.
Although there were many tempting sneak previews, legal or
otherwise, of the outerspace visitor, audiences had to wait until last
November or December before the bashful spaceman made his first
full-fledged appearances. In all innocence, E.T. seems to have sparked a
feud of interstellar proportions among countries vying for his affections.
In France, says Reh me, E.T. is already the most popular American film
ever to open, and he confidently predicts that it will soon be the most
popular film, period. Nine hundred thousand French movie-goers can't
be wrong, and that's about how many times the turnstiles spun in the
first five days of E. T.'s release. More than a third of those connoisseurs
were in Paris alone.

N

ot to be outdone by its perennial rivals across the English Channel, the Empire struck back. During the first three days of E. T.'s
release, moviegoers in the United Kingdom launched an unprecedented attack on attendance records resulting in new marks at nine
theaters in six different cities during the first three d<!ys of its release.
The Germans were almost, but not quite, as supportive, breaking eight
attendance records in its first three days. Everywhere you go - Spain,
Finland, Sweden, South Africa, Belgium - the tales of E. T.'s broken
1·ecoi;ds start to sound like, well, a brokeri record. Ironically, the old
champion for the first-three-days' showing was jaws, starring, of course,
one of E.T. director Spielberg's toothier acquaintances.
But the world champion E.T. boosters may yet turn out to be - ready
for this? - the Japanese. First it was automobiles, then it was transistor
radios, and now the Japanese show every sign of borrowing the fine art
of E.T. mania from the United States and raising it to a new height. Like
tickets to plays or concerts in the United States, tickeL<> to motion pictures
in Japan may be purchased well in advance, and the Japanese took only
a week to order 1,300,000 of them. In nine big-city theaters, which don't
seat more than a thousand or twelve hundred people, the film did so
well that "they must have been sitting on .one another's laps," says Rehme. Fifty thousand lucky Japanese saw the film courtesy of the Mitsubishi company. The executives of the huge corporation decided that a
free ticket to E.T. was a suitable bonus for a year's hard work.
So that audiences around the worJd can capture the full flavor of the
film, E.T. has now been dubbed into such major languages as French,
German, Italian and Spanish. Those who are beside themselves with
curiosity about how E.T. phones home in Japanese will be disappointed,
though, since prints distributed in Japan are supplied with subtitles, as
are prints in Sweden and Finland. Japanese subtitles can also be found
in Sao Paolo, Brazil, of all places, which has a sizeable Japanese population. Because the lingua franca of Brazil is Portuguese, several prints in
Sao Paolo bear traces of three tongues. The characters' mouths move in
English, the voices have been dubbed into Portuguese, and the film appears with Japanese subtitles.
Astute observers of international affairs will have already noticed that
only people in free-world countries have so far been able to make the
acquaintance of E.T. But Rehme promises that E.T. will part the Iron
Curtain someday soon. No matter where E.T. goes next, though, he's
sure to be welcomed with open arms.
MAGAZINE
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Bad Boys
BY BILL BRAUNSTEIN

here are hardened
criminals housed in
St. Charles, a correctiona I institute located in Chicago, not
unlike others scattered across the
country. Some are in for manslaughter, but they also serve time
for crimes like burglary, auto
theft, drug peddling, armed robbery and rape. While St. Charles
may sound like a typical prison, it's
not. It's a reformatory. The 400
young people who make up its
population are all teenagers.
It is against this real-life
backdrop that Bad Boys, a sobering
no-nonsense tale of teenage violence in the Eighties, takes place.
"St. Charles had the traditional
correctional look, the look of reality, I wanted for this film," says
Bad Boy's producer Bob Solo. And
it is this realistic look that will set
the movie's tone when it debuts
March 25.
The filmmakers spent six days
at St. Charles while filming in
Chicago last summer and actually
employed about 40 residents of
the institution as extras. Striving
for an authentic, gritty look, director Rick Rosenthal chose to
heighten the film's realism and
impact by casting actors with relatively unfamiliar faces - the exception being Sean Penn (Taps,

T

Possessed of a broad comic streak in his private life, young actor Sean Penn (Tim Hutton~ best buddy in Taps
and the lovable goof Spicolli in Fast Times at Ridgemont High), turned deadly earnest for his slot in Bad Boys,
holding character even after the day's shooting was wrapped. Above, Rainford Juvenile Correction Facility, the
reform school setting of Bad Boys, has its work cut out. A burly cafeteria worker seems to have weathered too
man~ remarks about his turkey noodle surprise.

Fast Times at Ridgemont High).

Penn plays Mick O'Brien, a 16year-old Chicago street kid who
masterminds, along with his best
friend, a plan to steal the drugs a
Puerto Rican gang, headed by
Paco Moreno (Esai Morales), is trying to sell to a black gang. When
the plan backfire , O'Brien and his
friend ar caught in a crossfire betw n th two gang .
O'Brien i plac d in the Rainford Juvenile Correctional Facility
where he comes in contact with a
ordid a ortment of teenage criminals. Eventually he befriends a
15-year-old arsonist named
Horowitz (Eric urry).
0 Brien lowly and painfully attempt to put hi Ii~ in order with
th h Ip of two correctional officer , Ramon H rr ra (Reni anne Daniels Qim
t ni) and
Mood ). All go
well until
Mor no i final! caught and
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thrown into the same facility as
O'Brien. It is there that the• two,
d1·iven by mutual hatred, confront
each other in what becomes a final
showdown.
The inspiration for Bad Boys
came from a simple one-line idea
from producer Bob Solo. Meeting
with creenwriter Richard DiLello
to discus the project, Solo told
him, "I'm looking for a Jimmy
Cagney story set in a modern-
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day reform school." From there,
Of all of Bad Boy's actors, Reni
DiLello was on ·. his own. Two Santoni (Dirty Harry, Dead Men
weeks laer he returned with a Don't Wear Plaid)· is the only one to
10-page outline of the film and stand out as a seasoned actor with
was then given the final go-ahead many film appearances to his
to write the actual script.
credit. The others are all newer.
After about a year of writing, There are no less than three
DiLello completed a first draft, screen debuts among the other
which portrayed the hardnosed leads, with other cast member's
lifestyle of teen delinquents. He is careers also in the beginning stage,
almost apologetic about the fact including the film's star, Sean
that during the ac~ual writing, he Penn.
did very little research. "I basically
There were newcomers behind
made the whole thing up," he says. the cameras as well as in front of
Later, after visiting a maximum them, and Rosenthal himself is a
security reform school and a prime example. Bad Boys is only
youth offender processing center, the second major film that Roand speaking with ;:i judge and a senthal has directed, the first
parole officer, he was surprised to being the commercially successful
learn that his script was remark- Halloween II. And the screenplay
ably true to life. "My imagination for Bad Boys is the first one to be
turned out to be far more accurate sold by DiLello.
than I ever anticipated," he says,
For Rosenthal, Bad Boys prelaughing.
sented the opportunity to work on
DiLello's only other published a project that he could call his
written work (he was a profes- own, unlike Halloween II, which he
sional photographer early in his feels placed him under artistic and
career) was a book he wrote in creative constraints, since he was
1971 called The Longest Cocktail working with characters that had ·
Party, based on his experiences in
been established by another diLondon as the Beatles' press assis- rector. Rosenthal, whose other
tant. Considering that his associa- credits include directing the TV
tion with the Beatles took place pilot for last season's short-lived
during the "peace and love" Six- suspense anthology Darkroom and
ties, it's ironic that his film deals the TV-movie Fire on the Mountain,
with teen violence.
believes that Bad Boys will make
"I feel that this movie is a plea audiences sit up and take notice
for sanity," DiLello says. "It deals because of its realistic, unglorified
with a very violent world and in a depiction of street fighting.
very realistic way with young kids
"I think that although Bad Boys
who because of illiteracy and lack is a violent film, because it depicts
of parental guidance throw their a violent world, its theme is ultilives away. What we are trying to mately anti-violent. But I think
say is' that these people have a that kids who go to see it will ultichoice in life, but it is up to them mately respect it because it doesn't
to do something about it."
pull its punches."
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Shades can't dim Kirk Douglas'
fanatic gleam. A lawman looking
to square the problems of his past
by a successful manhunt, Douglas fuels Eddie Macon's Run
with a complex, nearly maniacal
characterization.

Eddie
Macon's

Run
BY STEVEN BARNES
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Texas lawmen, at least of the modern is going to mack somebody or
sing a song," Kanew said. "He is
era, seldom appear on film as sweet
right on the nose in terms of techand understanding types. This pair,
nical things and adjusts easily in
trying the classic bad cop/worse cop
terms of performance."
ploy onjohn Schneider's locks in
But Kanew feels Douglas' coEddie Macon's Run, spring from
star was no slouch either. "John
the smile-as-you-club-'em .fraternity.
has learned a lot from the fast
changed ince its origins 200 years
pace of filming a weekly TV show.
ago, descended upon by a Hol- The intensity of that experience
lywood film crew determined to
has given him a similar level of
tran form it into an enormous craftsmanship. They are both in
ound tage . . . Filmmaking is a
terrific physical shape and were
speculative, volatile business, with
able to handle their demanding
career and millions of dollars rid- roles."
ing on the quasi-mystical balance
They may have survived their
of dozens of factors.
roles, but what of the town of
With Eddie Macon'.~ Rum, a pot of Laredo, Texas? In a motion picgold has been wagered Ofl the
ture, the location is as irnportant a
abilities of screenwriter/director . component as any human actor.
Jeff .Kanew to work the elusive
Laredo's urrounding deserts were
miracle.
utilized for Schneider's grueling
Dramatic elements in dynamic
running sequences, its outlying
balance are the keys to film suc- ranches and homes used for e.xcess. Run' human components are
ternal and internal sets.
the interacting talents of screen
"Laredo had everything that was
veteran Kirk Douglas and Dukes of right for the movie," says proHazmrd tar John Schneider.
ducer Lou Stroller, "including exSchneider portrays Eddie Ma- tremely cooperative and friendly
con, who escapes from the
people. Jeff and I decided that we
Hunt ville Prison in Texas in a de- could do everything there. Logistiperate bid to rejoin hi beloved
cally, being in one location was
wife and child. Kirk Douglas plays
important for a film like this. It
Carl Marzack, former New Jersey
saved a great deal of time and
police officer whose uncanny
money."
knowledge of criminal p ychology
Every action-adventllre movie
make him the natural choice for a needs a car chase, and Eddie
manhunt.
Macon'.f Run utilized the streets
Working with a star of Douglas' of downtown Laredo for theirs.
magnitude and experience has to Hundreds of people choked the
be an exacting experience. Ac- heart of Laredo s major metropoliording to director Kanew "Kirk is tan district to watch stuntmen peramazing. Hi character, Marzack, forming their trade: running stop
is intimidating with a mad gleam signs and red lights, missing colliin hi eye, but he is much more sions oy a hair's breadth and, in
than ju t a 'heavy.' There i an general, doing all of the things
lement of humor in Marzack s that any good, law-abiding Laharacter that Kirk empha ized. redan would never dream of.
Whenever he come on the scene,
The film c0m pany received
ou never quite know whether he permission to film on both sides of
THE
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The fruit of the prickly pear cactus,
called nopales south of the border, sustains prison escapee John
Schneider in a harsh land. As Eddie
Macon in Eddie Macon's Run, the
cactus is almost his only friend.

the Laredo/Mexico border a well,
which provides a gritty authenticity unavailable in studio backlots.
Kanew, having directed only one
feature film (1978's Natural
Enemies, starring Hal Holbrook
and Louise Fletcher), here has
graduated from editing and directing film trailers for such films as
The Graduate, Shampoo, All the Presient's Men, One Flew over the Cuckoo's
Nest and Annie Hall.

The elements of his screenplay
are classic - a manhunt wherein
an implacable tracker bears down
on an innocent man - and can be
traced at least as far back as Viotor
Hugo' Les Mi erables. The . setting,
too, is classic - small-town Western
America. A success here could elevate writer/director Kanew into
that privileged group of filmmakers which bankers and studios will
automatically trust.
The film opens March 25.

.

q]octor Detroit Will See YOu Now...
&viceversa
BY GENE SISKEL
Chicago Tribune movie critic
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AN AYKROYD
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blue and sings alone?" he asks. "Dan Aykroyd."
That Aykroyd can tell such a joke indicates he has been
able to deal with the death of his best friend and show
.
business partner, John Belushi.
"More than missing the work we might have done together~ I miss
him - a friend whom I could call any time of the day or night. He was
always happy to see me, and I was always happy to see him. There was
very little friction between us. I can't think of any argument
that ever lasted more than 24 hours.
"It was one of the great friendships of the decade, if
not the century," Aykroyd says with a big grin, "and it
will go down as such, I think.
"John and I knew that it wouldn't last forever. We
used to say, 'The fast die young; leave a goodlooking corpse.' In the back of his head he knew
that one day he might hear that I had been· killed on
my bike, and I knew that one day I might hear that
he had gone out through his own physical clumsiness
or the way he actually went.
"Look, we both worked hard and played hard. After
the funeral my father told me something. He said he
had been prepared for years to get a call saying, 'Your
son is in a box.'
"I think John and I are typical of our generation,"
he says, by way of bringing the subject to a
close. "We live life to the fullest (now). We
don't wait cautiously and plan our lives.
Maybe if we were Sons of Harvard
we'd be more cautious, but that's
not who we are. I ride a motorcycle, and if it weren't against the
law I'd ride without my helmet."
Why did Belushi die and Aykroyd survive? Aykroyd himself
may not have the answer, but to
those who knew both men, the answer is obvious. Aykroyd is more
of a thinker and a writer than a
free spirit. His humor is more
re trained and cerebral than
physical. He has a machine-like
mind that spits out facts, not
food in a food fight.
"I've had some wild times," he
say 'but I'm pretty cautious,
even though I take risks. I've
been instructed by my doctor to
top drinking. He told me to cool
it, becau e of some blood indicator . And I have cut down, but
it awfully hard not to throw back
a beer or two."
A kro d' film and TV career has
not lowed down a bit. He can be seen
on an occa ional TV special ho ted by
th like of teve Martin or any other
comic of the Saturday ight Live mold.
And A kro d , 33 i receiving top billing
in hi next movie Doctor Detroit a comd due for nationwide release May 6, in
which A kro d pla s a Jekyll-and-Hyde
r le,
olle
English profes or who
masqu rade a a ji e-talking pimp in
an ffort to prote t a tring of pro titut from g tting beaten up.
kro d' character i named tiff
kridlow, and Jiff' pecialt in Engli h
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literature is the subject of chivalry. One day while jogging down the
street, Cliff bumps into a pimp named Smooth (Howard Hesseman),
who has wiggled his way out of an unpleasant confrontation with local
mobsters by blaming his problems on a nonexistent "big, bad dude"
named Doctor Detroit.
After Cliff spends some time in a hot tub with four of Smooth's
finest women, he agrees to become the fictitious Doctor Detroit in an
effort to save the damsels in distress. Chivalry and all that.
Exterior filming on Doctor Detroit took place last summer in Chicago.
In Chicago Aykroyd is regarded as an honorary citizen because of his friendship with home-town boy Belushi and
because Chicago was the location of Aykroyd's greatest
film success, The Blues Brothers, which became a significant moneymaker despite an outrageous production
cost and many negative reviews.
Aykroyd has had leading roles in the movies before
Doctor Detroit - The Blues Brothers and Neighbors - but
Doctor Detroit represents the first time he is being asked to
carry a movie without the chemistry and good will guaran~eed by Belushi. Hollywood executives will be looking to
the success of Doctor Detroit to see if Aykroyd can be liked
by an audience - which can be crucial for a movie star as much as he is admired for his abilities as a mimic.
Aykroyd knows the issue well, the difference between
being liked and being admired. It's the difference between playing the lead character or
his oddball buddy. It's a difference that
can be worth $500,000 a picture.
"Unlike John I don't play characters that the audience (loves). I'm
flattered enough that they just
want to see me. I don't mind be- .
ing the Frankenstein of comedy, if
that's what I am. I have friends
who have love in their hearts
for me, so that I don't need to
get that kind of response in
terms of screen roles. I'm a mercenary - a hired, contracted
agent - and I just do my job,
sir, and that's it. "
Aykroyd gives his "yes, sir"
response in a rapid-fire speech
pattern that sounds a lot like a
cross between his TV pitchman on Saturday Night Live "Isn't that amazing!" - and his
mimicry on the same show of
the officious-when-challenged
Tom Snyder.
Regardless of the success of Doctor Detroit, Aykroyd's movie career is not going
to blow away. This winter he was busy
working in New York City with the redhot Eddie Murphy on Trading Places
(formerly titled Black and White ), a comedy due for ·summer release, directed by
John Landis (The Blues Brothers).
Other film and television projects written by Aykroyd are in the works, too. He
says he likes TV - and this may come as
a surprise - for financial reasons.
His only previous starring roles
(The Blues Brother, Neighbors,
and 1941) also starred the late John
Belushi. Will audiences embrace
Aykroyd alone as heartily as they
did the Aykroyd-Belushi duo?
DAVID ALEXA DER
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That's Aykroyd in the middle, taking
instruction instead of giving it.
After splashing around with these
four beauties, the good doctor decides to don shining armor and
shield them from a beastly gangster. All in the name of chivalry,
of course.
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"It's a better living for me. It's
much better from a s·a lary point of
view. In films, all of the grosses go
to the producers. In TV (with
syndication rights and reruns), the
talent has a chance at fair compensation. So the key for me now is to
create new TV and to extend my
royalties so that if I want to pack it
in someday, I can."
Would Dan Aykroyd really pack
it in someday? He's a difficult man
to get to know. He's been called
both "the Funny Man of a Thousand Faces" and "the Man in
the Shadows." Born in Ottawa,
Canada and raised in Hull,
Quebec, Daniel Edward Aykroyd
has lived a life in good-natured
rebe llion against his father, a
straight-laced Canadian government transportation official.
Both Dan and his younger
brother Peter, 30, took the comedy
route in rebellion, with Peter also
working in the Second City comedy revue troup in Toronto where
Danny got his big break.
"The guy who put my life on a
different path," Aykroyd once told
Rolling Stone magazine, " was my
friend Dave Benoit. I love hjm
dearly. He's a low-class merchant
seaman - by his own admission.

Mild-mannered university professor
Cliff Skridlow, a timid schlub of a
romantic (left), encounters the oily
pimp Smooth (Howard Hesseman,
center), and ends up in that hot tub
with four of Smooth's "employees."
Very soon Doctor Detroit/Mr. Hyde
emerges from Dr. Skridlow/Dr.
Jekyll - although in several disguises, one of them a Southern
diplomat (right).

He turned me on to music, let me
smoke my first joint, introduced
me to a woman I had a little thing
with when I was 14, and awakened
me to the hip scene around '67 in
Ottawa, this whole underworld I
never knew existed. I decided I
was dropping out and I've never
looked back."
Aykroyd turned his back on the
seminary education his father
wanted a well as an assortment of
straight jobs. H is involvement at
Second City led to linking up with
John Belushi at the original Chicago Second City cabaret theater
(alma mater of Mort Sahl, Mike
N ichols and Elaine May). Both, of
course, were selected as two of the
original Not Ready for Prime

Time Players on Saturday Night
Live, where Aykroyd developed his
wicked impersonations of Tom
Snyder, Jimmy Carter and Richard
N ixon . He also created with writer
Tom Davis the much loved Coneheads, and with Steve Martin he
developed those wild and crazy
Czech Brothers.
Catching Aykroyd in a pensive
mood is not easy. That rapid-fire
pace appears to be most constant,
at least while he is at work on a
movie. But he does reveal a side of
himself in response to that old
chestnut of an interviewer's ques-

tion, "What do you know for sure
about life?"
"What do I know for sure?," he
says, haltingly. "Well, you come on
this planet, you're born alone and
you die alone. It's a solo journey.
Sure, you can give love and take
love, but basically life is a solo trip.
You can be a receiving dish for all
sorts of data, but ultimately the
place to find all your answers is
within yourself. You have to provide your own solace. I know that
it's not very original, but I do believe it. I really do."
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Private Sclwol
BY ERIC ESTRIN
ne of the top-grossing films of 1981 featured a lucky young
man di covering his
emerging sexuality
with the h Ip of a sensuous older
woman, played by Sylvia Kristel. IL
was called Private le sons, and it
arned a measure of critical respect (not to mention more than
$50 million) for handling its potentially exploitive subject matter
with an appropriately lighthearted touch.
ln selected cities, on April 22,
that film's producer, R. Ben
Efraim, will release Private School,
a movie geared toward the same
core audi nee of young film-goers
and involving many of the elements of its predecessor. Though
it's te hnically not a sequel chool
was penned by the same screenwriter (Dan Gr enburg, this time
with an a sist l"rnm hi wife, uzann O'Malle ) an I featur s a
gue t p rformance by Kristel a ·
Miss ·Regina opuletta, a ex education tea her at the xclusive
herryval Acad rn for Women.
tarring Pho be Cates (Fast
Tim es at Ridgemont High, Paradise)
and r lativ n wcomer Mauhew
Modine a · 1he ung couple trying
to ·uccessfully on ummate their
first I ve in the mid t of p er presu res pelt jealousi and other
s1andard adol cent concern ,
chool promi ·es to d liver th same
t p of innocent, teasing exuality
that made Lessons such a hit with
th stud nt-ag d audience.
Producer Efraim che ril admits
thi · i a formula film and gladly
point · to th ma "' i amount · of
r ·s ar h he ondu Led to d velop
th formula. " ur laborate testing ·howed that th mo t imporl ment in app a\ing to the
oung audi n e i what the
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movie's about - the overalJ concept. Then, we w.anted to do
omething different [from the
previou film] but with the same
approach. We found that young
females were not into the young
boy/older woman relationship of
Private lessons, and I wanted to
find a way to get them excited,
too. So we set the movie in a private school for girls."
Lest he be accused of sacrificing
the heart and soul of his movie to
satisfy the numbers, Efraim has as. sembled a top quality cast and
crew to assure that his view - or
the view of the test sample - becomes reality. In addition to Cates
· and Modine, the film stars Ray
Walston (Fast Times) as the lecherous chauffeur Chauncey; Richard
Stahl (9 To 5, Under the Rainbow) as
a funny drunk; and a batch of attractive young newcomers discovered, in many cases, through an
exhaustive nationwide talent
search.
In the role of Jim Green, for instance, who plays opposite the
Cates character Chris Ramsay, the
prqducers wanted a young man
who could project shy vulnerability as well as masculinity and
strength. They found him in Modine, who recently made his film
debut in John Sayles' Baby, m You.
ln deciding on Modine, Efraim
took the word of dozens of girls
who viewed videotaped screentests
and wrote down their comments
for tabulation. The same procedure was followed, using a male
test audience, to fill the role of
Jordan Leigh-Jensen, Chris' Cherryvale rival whose pur uit of Jim
puts him in a confusing, if somewhat enviable, bind. Betsy Russell,
a ·tunningly exy San Diego native
with television experience (T.j.
Hooker, The Powers of Matthew Star)

got the call.
The film also features Michael
Zor k a horny Bubba BeauTHE
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regard, and Jonathan Prince (of
TV's M1: Merlin) as unofficial
scorekeeper in ~he extra-curricular
sexual highjinks. When Bubba
dresses as a girl to get a first-hand
look at the crowded girls' locker
room, one of the bodies prominently on display belongs to Lynda
Weismeier, Playboy's July 1982,
Playmate of the Month.
A different sort of visual stimulation occurs in one of the films
more outrageous comic sequences
when a classic, vintage limousine
careens recklessly through a
school "Parents' Day' gathering
and bounds 50 feet through the
air, winding up in the swimming
pool. The maneuver was rigged
and performed by stunt coordinator John Meier.
Veteran director No.el Black (A
Man,

A

Wornan

and A

Bank)

oversees the action, which was
photographed by Oscar-winning
cinematographer Walter Lassally
(Zorba the Greek, Torn j ones).
Producing along with Efraim is
Don Enright, son of the successful
film and television impresario Dan
Enright, who is Efraim's partner in
Unity Pictures Corporation. Efraim and the . elder Enright
formed Unity after the success of
Private Lessons, which they worked
on for Barry & Enright Films.
After anticipated high marks at
the box office for School, they plan
to graduate to other "Private ... "
films, beginning with something
called Private Education, which will
take place at a resort.
"Young audiences are in a sense
very predictable," says Efraim, explaining why hes confident that
School, which cost only· $3 million
to make, will gain box office
honor this summer. "Once you
get the reading [of test data], it's
going to be valid. In other words,
when you're dealing with frequent
film-goers, if you listen to what
they tell you, you're gonna be successful."
Because rock music plays such
an important part in young
people's lives, Efraim promises an
MAGAZINE

Left, a bawdy comedy requires the
right sort of bodies. Phoebe Cates
(in the Cherries Jubilee l.eotards)
and friends (from l.eft to right)
Kathy Wilhoite, Betsy Russell and
Kari Lizer enliven Private School
even in the quietest moments.
Producer R. Ben Efraim (in the
circl.e), architect of the financially
successful Private Lessons, has
broilght his star from that film
(Sylvia Kristel of Emmanuelle
fame) to the mythical Cherryval.e
Academy for Women to assist her
charges (she's a sexed teacher)
with a rather ribald upbringing.
Above, Michael Modine passed a
tough test for Private School - his.
screentest was evaluated by dozens
of teenage girls. In the story, his
test is to choose between a pair of
lovely rivals.
exciting, progressive score to accompany the film. Included are
several hit songs by as-yet-unnamed major groups, as well as
original material. Even Phoebe
Cates gets into the act with two
numbers of her own.
And because his testing indicates that viewers want to see
plenty of flesh, Efraim say he has
loaded Private School with "possibly
more nudity than any picture ever
made in America - far more than
Porky's or Animal House, but not as
raunchy. Theres a fine line between offending your audience
and making them comforta.ble
with what they see on the screen,"
he says. "That innocent kind of
sexuality is our trademark."
Efraim easily uses the logic of
the marketplace to dismiss questions about whether the abundance of young nudity might push
his film across the line into exploii:ation. "I don't think it could be
considered exploitation in any
way," he says. "I have nothing but
respect for the audience, and I'm
expressing it by finding out what
they want to see."

If colors tickle your fancy, capture them with Kodak film. ~
For sharp, beautiful pictures of your most colorful fantasies. E ··

